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Autodesk Legal Notice

© 2016 Autodesk, Inc. All Rights Reserved. Except where otherwise noted, this work is licensed under a Creative
Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 3.0 Unported License that can be viewed online at
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/. This license content, applicable as of 16 December 2014 to this software
product, is reproduced here for offline users:

CREATIVE COMMONS CORPORATION IS NOT A LAW FIRM AND DOES NOT PROVIDE LEGAL SERVICES. DISTRIBUTION
OF THIS LICENSE DOES NOT CREATE AN ATTORNEY-CLIENT RELATIONSHIP. CREATIVE COMMONS PROVIDES THIS
INFORMATION ON AN "AS-IS" BASIS. CREATIVE COMMONS MAKES NO WARRANTIES REGARDING THE INFORMATION
PROVIDED, AND DISCLAIMS LIABILITY FOR DAMAGES RESULTING FROM ITS USE.

License

THE WORK (AS DEFINED BELOW) IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS CREATIVE COMMONS PUBLIC LICENSE
("CCPL" OR "LICENSE"). THE WORK IS PROTECTED BY COPYRIGHT AND/OR OTHER APPLICABLE LAW. ANY USE OF
THE WORK OTHER THAN AS AUTHORIZED UNDER THIS LICENSE OR COPYRIGHT LAW IS PROHIBITED.

BY EXERCISING ANY RIGHTS TO THE WORK PROVIDED HERE, YOU ACCEPT AND AGREE TO BE BOUND BY THE TERMS
OF THIS LICENSE. TO THE EXTENT THIS LICENSE MAY BE CONSIDERED TO BE A CONTRACT, THE LICENSOR GRANTS
YOU THE RIGHTS CONTAINED HERE IN CONSIDERATION OF YOUR ACCEPTANCE OF SUCH TERMS AND CONDITIONS.

1. Definitions

a. "Adaptation" means a work based upon the Work, or upon the Work and other pre-existing works, such as a translation,
adaptation, derivative work, arrangement of music or other alterations of a literary or artistic work, or phonogram or
performance and includes cinematographic adaptations or any other form in which the Work may be recast, transformed,
or adapted including in any form recognizably derived from the original, except that a work that constitutes a Collection
will not be considered an Adaptation for the purpose of this License. For the avoidance of doubt, where the Work is a
musical work, performance or phonogram, the synchronization of the Work in timed-relation with a moving image
("synching") will be considered an Adaptation for the purpose of this License.

b. "Collection" means a collection of literary or artistic works, such as encyclopedias and anthologies, or performances,
phonograms or broadcasts, or other works or subject matter other than works listed in Section 1(g) below, which, by
reason of the selection and arrangement of their contents, constitute intellectual creations, in which the Work is included
in its entirety in unmodified form along with one or more other contributions, each constituting separate and independent
works in themselves, which together are assembled into a collective whole. A work that constitutes a Collection will not
be considered an Adaptation (as defined above) for the purposes of this License.

c. "Distribute" means to make available to the public the original and copies of the Work or Adaptation, as appropriate,
through sale or other transfer of ownership.

d. "License Elements" means the following high-level license attributes as selected by Licensor and indicated in the title
of this License: Attribution, Noncommercial, ShareAlike.

e. "Licensor" means the individual, individuals, entity or entities that offer(s) the Work under the terms of this License.
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f. "Original Author" means, in the case of a literary or artistic work, the individual, individuals, entity or entities who
created the Work or if no individual or entity can be identified, the publisher; and in addition (i) in the case of a performance
the actors, singers, musicians, dancers, and other persons who act, sing, deliver, declaim, play in, interpret or otherwise
perform literary or artistic works or expressions of folklore; (ii) in the case of a phonogram the producer being the person
or legal entity who first fixes the sounds of a performance or other sounds; and, (iii) in the case of broadcasts, the
organization that transmits the broadcast.

g. "Work" means the literary and/or artistic work offered under the terms of this License including without limitation
any production in the literary, scientific and artistic domain, whatever may be the mode or form of its expression including
digital form, such as a book, pamphlet and other writing; a lecture, address, sermon or other work of the same nature; a
dramatic or dramatico-musical work; a choreographic work or entertainment in dumb show; a musical composition with
or without words; a cinematographic work to which are assimilated works expressed by a process analogous to
cinematography; a work of drawing, painting, architecture, sculpture, engraving or lithography; a photographic work to
which are assimilated works expressed by a process analogous to photography; a work of applied art; an illustration, map,
plan, sketch or three-dimensional work relative to geography, topography, architecture or science; a performance; a
broadcast; a phonogram; a compilation of data to the extent it is protected as a copyrightable work; or a work performed
by a variety or circus performer to the extent it is not otherwise considered a literary or artistic work.

h. "You" means an individual or entity exercising rights under this License who has not previously violated the terms of
this License with respect to the Work, or who has received express permission from the Licensor to exercise rights under
this License despite a previous violation.

i. "Publicly Perform" means to perform public recitations of the Work and to communicate to the public those public
recitations, by any means or process, including by wire or wireless means or public digital performances; to make available
to the public Works in such a way that members of the public may access these Works from a place and at a place
individually chosen by them; to perform the Work to the public by any means or process and the communication to the
public of the performances of the Work, including by public digital performance; to broadcast and rebroadcast the Work
by any means including signs, sounds or images.

j. "Reproduce" means to make copies of the Work by any means including without limitation by sound or visual
recordings and the right of fixation and reproducing fixations of the Work, including storage of a protected performance
or phonogram in digital form or other electronic medium.

2. Fair Dealing Rights. Nothing in this License is intended to reduce, limit, or restrict any uses free from copyright or
rights arising from limitations or exceptions that are provided for in connection with the copyright protection under
copyright law or other applicable laws.

3. License Grant. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, Licensor hereby grants You a worldwide, royalty-free,
non-exclusive, perpetual (for the duration of the applicable copyright) license to exercise the rights in the Work as stated
below:
■ a. to Reproduce the Work, to incorporate the Work into one or more Collections, and to Reproduce the Work as

incorporated in the Collections;

■ b. to create and Reproduce Adaptations provided that any such Adaptation, including any translation in any medium,
takes reasonable steps to clearly label, demarcate or otherwise identify that changes were made to the original Work.
For example, a translation could be marked "The original work was translated from English to Spanish," or a modification
could indicate "The original work has been modified.";

■ c. to Distribute and Publicly Perform the Work including as incorporated in Collections; and,

■ d. to Distribute and Publicly Perform Adaptations.

The above rights may be exercised in all media and formats whether now known or hereafter devised. The above rights
include the right to make such modifications as are technically necessary to exercise the rights in other media and formats.
Subject to Section 8(f), all rights not expressly granted by Licensor are hereby reserved, including but not limited to the
rights described in Section 4(e).

4. Restrictions. The license granted in Section 3 above is expressly made subject to and limited by the following
restrictions:
■ a. You may Distribute or Publicly Perform the Work only under the terms of this License. You must include a copy of,

or the Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) for, this License with every copy of the Work You Distribute or Publicly
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Perform. You may not offer or impose any terms on the Work that restrict the terms of this License or the ability of
the recipient of the Work to exercise the rights granted to that recipient under the terms of the License. You may not
sublicense the Work. You must keep intact all notices that refer to this License and to the disclaimer of warranties with
every copy of the Work You Distribute or Publicly Perform. When You Distribute or Publicly Perform the Work, You
may not impose any effective technological measures on the Work that restrict the ability of a recipient of the Work
from You to exercise the rights granted to that recipient under the terms of the License. This Section 4(a) applies to
the Work as incorporated in a Collection, but this does not require the Collection apart from the Work itself to be
made subject to the terms of this License. If You create a Collection, upon notice from any Licensor You must, to the
extent practicable, remove from the Collection any credit as required by Section 4(d), as requested. If You create an
Adaptation, upon notice from any Licensor You must, to the extent practicable, remove from the Adaptation any
credit as required by Section 4(d), as requested.

■ b. You may Distribute or Publicly Perform an Adaptation only under: (i) the terms of this License; (ii) a later version
of this License with the same License Elements as this License; (iii) a Creative Commons jurisdiction license (either
this or a later license version) that contains the same License Elements as this License (e.g.,
Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 3.0 US) ("Applicable License"). You must include a copy of, or the URI, for
Applicable License with every copy of each Adaptation You Distribute or Publicly Perform. You may not offer or impose
any terms on the Adaptation that restrict the terms of the Applicable License or the ability of the recipient of the
Adaptation to exercise the rights granted to that recipient under the terms of the Applicable License. You must keep
intact all notices that refer to the Applicable License and to the disclaimer of warranties with every copy of the Work
as included in the Adaptation You Distribute or Publicly Perform. When You Distribute or Publicly Perform the
Adaptation, You may not impose any effective technological measures on the Adaptation that restrict the ability of a
recipient of the Adaptation from You to exercise the rights granted to that recipient under the terms of the Applicable
License. This Section 4(b) applies to the Adaptation as incorporated in a Collection, but this does not require the
Collection apart from the Adaptation itself to be made subject to the terms of the Applicable License.

■ c. You may not exercise any of the rights granted to You in Section 3 above in any manner that is primarily intended
for or directed toward commercial advantage or private monetary compensation. The exchange of the Work for other
copyrighted works by means of digital file-sharing or otherwise shall not be considered to be intended for or directed
toward commercial advantage or private monetary compensation, provided there is no payment of any monetary
compensation in connection with the exchange of copyrighted works.

■ d. If You Distribute, or Publicly Perform the Work or any Adaptations or Collections, You must, unless a request has
been made pursuant to Section 4(a), keep intact all copyright notices for the Work and provide, reasonable to the
medium or means You are utilizing: (i) the name of the Original Author (or pseudonym, if applicable) if supplied,
and/or if the Original Author and/or Licensor designate another party or parties (e.g., a sponsor institute, publishing
entity, journal) for attribution ("Attribution Parties") in Licensor's copyright notice, terms of service or by other
reasonable means, the name of such party or parties; (ii) the title of the Work if supplied; (iii) to the extent reasonably
practicable, the URI, if any, that Licensor specifies to be associated with the Work, unless such URI does not refer to
the copyright notice or licensing information for the Work; and, (iv) consistent with Section 3(b), in the case of an
Adaptation, a credit identifying the use of the Work in the Adaptation (e.g., "French translation of the Work by Original
Author," or "Screenplay based on original Work by Original Author"). The credit required by this Section 4(d) may be
implemented in any reasonable manner; provided, however, that in the case of a Adaptation or Collection, at a
minimum such credit will appear, if a credit for all contributing authors of the Adaptation or Collection appears, then
as part of these credits and in a manner at least as prominent as the credits for the other contributing authors. For the
avoidance of doubt, You may only use the credit required by this Section for the purpose of attribution in the manner
set out above and, by exercising Your rights under this License, You may not implicitly or explicitly assert or imply
any connection with, sponsorship or endorsement by the Original Author, Licensor and/or Attribution Parties, as
appropriate, of You or Your use of the Work, without the separate, express prior written permission of the Original
Author, Licensor and/or Attribution Parties.

■ e. For the avoidance of doubt:
■ i. Non-waivable Compulsory License Schemes. In those jurisdictions in which the right to collect royalties through

any statutory or compulsory licensing scheme cannot be waived, the Licensor reserves the exclusive right to collect
such royalties for any exercise by You of the rights granted under this License;

■ ii. Waivable Compulsory License Schemes. In those jurisdictions in which the right to collect royalties through
any statutory or compulsory licensing scheme can be waived, the Licensor reserves the exclusive right to collect
such royalties for any exercise by You of the rights granted under this License if Your exercise of such rights is for
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a purpose or use which is otherwise than noncommercial as permitted under Section 4(c) and otherwise waives the
right to collect royalties through any statutory or compulsory licensing scheme; and,

■ iii. Voluntary License Schemes. The Licensor reserves the right to collect royalties, whether individually or, in the
event that the Licensor is a member of a collecting society that administers voluntary licensing schemes, via that
society, from any exercise by You of the rights granted under this License that is for a purpose or use which is
otherwise than noncommercial as permitted under Section 4(c).

■ f. Except as otherwise agreed in writing by the Licensor or as may be otherwise permitted by applicable law, if You
Reproduce, Distribute or Publicly Perform the Work either by itself or as part of any Adaptations or Collections, You
must not distort, mutilate, modify or take other derogatory action in relation to the Work which would be prejudicial
to the Original Author's honor or reputation. Licensor agrees that in those jurisdictions (e.g. Japan), in which any
exercise of the right granted in Section 3(b) of this License (the right to make Adaptations) would be deemed to be a
distortion, mutilation, modification or other derogatory action prejudicial to the Original Author's honor and reputation,
the Licensor will waive or not assert, as appropriate, this Section, to the fullest extent permitted by the applicable
national law, to enable You to reasonably exercise Your right under Section 3(b) of this License (right to make
Adaptations) but not otherwise.

5. Representations, Warranties and Disclaimer

UNLESS OTHERWISE MUTUALLY AGREED TO BY THE PARTIES IN WRITING AND TO THE FULLEST EXTENT PERMITTED
BY APPLICABLE LAW, LICENSOR OFFERS THE WORK AS-IS AND MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES OF
ANY KIND CONCERNING THE WORK, EXPRESS, IMPLIED, STATUTORY OR OTHERWISE, INCLUDING, WITHOUT
LIMITATION, WARRANTIES OF TITLE, MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, NONINFRINGEMENT,
OR THE ABSENCE OF LATENT OR OTHER DEFECTS, ACCURACY, OR THE PRESENCE OF ABSENCE OF ERRORS, WHETHER
OR NOT DISCOVERABLE. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OF IMPLIED WARRANTIES, SO
THIS EXCLUSION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

6. Limitation on Liability. EXCEPT TO THE EXTENT REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW, IN NO EVENT WILL LICENSOR
BE LIABLE TO YOU ON ANY LEGAL THEORY FOR ANY SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, PUNITIVE OR
EXEMPLARY DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THIS LICENSE OR THE USE OF THE WORK, EVEN IF LICENSOR HAS BEEN
ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

7. Termination
■ a. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically upon any breach by You of the terms

of this License. Individuals or entities who have received Adaptations or Collections from You under this License,
however, will not have their licenses terminated provided such individuals or entities remain in full compliance with
those licenses. Sections 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, and 8 will survive any termination of this License.

■ b. Subject to the above terms and conditions, the license granted here is perpetual (for the duration of the applicable
copyright in the Work). Notwithstanding the above, Licensor reserves the right to release the Work under different
license terms or to stop distributing the Work at any time; provided, however that any such election will not serve to
withdraw this License (or any other license that has been, or is required to be, granted under the terms of this License),
and this License will continue in full force and effect unless terminated as stated above.

8. Miscellaneous
■ a. Each time You Distribute or Publicly Perform the Work or a Collection, the Licensor offers to the recipient a license

to the Work on the same terms and conditions as the license granted to You under this License.

■ b. Each time You Distribute or Publicly Perform an Adaptation, Licensor offers to the recipient a license to the original
Work on the same terms and conditions as the license granted to You under this License.

■ c. If any provision of this License is invalid or unenforceable under applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or
enforceability of the remainder of the terms of this License, and without further action by the parties to this agreement,
such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

■ d. No term or provision of this License shall be deemed waived and no breach consented to unless such waiver or
consent shall be in writing and signed by the party to be charged with such waiver or consent.

■ e. This License constitutes the entire agreement between the parties with respect to the Work licensed here. There are
no understandings, agreements or representations with respect to the Work not specified here. Licensor shall not be
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bound by any additional provisions that may appear in any communication from You. This License may not be
modified without the mutual written agreement of the Licensor and You.

■ f. The rights granted under, and the subject matter referenced, in this License were drafted utilizing the terminology
of the Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works (as amended on September 28, 1979), the
Rome Convention of 1961, the WIPO Copyright Treaty of 1996, the WIPO Performances and Phonograms Treaty of
1996 and the Universal Copyright Convention (as revised on July 24, 1971). These rights and subject matter take effect
in the relevant jurisdiction in which the License terms are sought to be enforced according to the corresponding
provisions of the implementation of those treaty provisions in the applicable national law. If the standard suite of
rights granted under applicable copyright law includes additional rights not granted under this License, such additional
rights are deemed to be included in the License; this License is not intended to restrict the license of any rights under
applicable law.

Creative Commons Notice

Creative Commons is not a party to this License, and makes no warranty whatsoever in connection with the Work. Creative
Commons will not be liable to You or any party on any legal theory for any damages whatsoever, including without
limitation any general, special, incidental or consequential damages arising in connection to this license. Notwithstanding
the foregoing two (2) sentences, if Creative Commons has expressly identified itself as the Licensor hereunder, it shall
have all rights and obligations of Licensor.

Except for the limited purpose of indicating to the public that the Work is licensed under the CCPL, Creative Commons
does not authorize the use by either party of the trademark "Creative Commons" or any related trademark or logo of
Creative Commons without the prior written consent of Creative Commons. Any permitted use will be in compliance
with Creative Commons' then-current trademark usage guidelines, as may be published on its website or otherwise made
available upon request from time to time. For the avoidance of doubt, this trademark restriction does not form part of
this License.

Creative Commons may be contacted at http://creativecommons.org/.

Certain materials included in this publication are reprinted with the permission of the copyright holder.

Creative Commons FAQ

Autodesk's Creative Commons FAQ can be viewed online at http://www.autodesk.com/company/creative-commons, and
is reproduced here for offline users.

In collaboration with Creative Commons, Autodesk invites you to share your knowledge with the rest of the world,
inspiring others to learn, achieve goals, and ignite creativity. You can freely borrow from the Autodesk Help, Support and
Video libraries to build a new learning experience for anyone with a particular need or interest.

What is Creative Commons?

Creative Commons (CC) is a nonprofit organization that offers a simple licensing model that frees digital content to
enable anyone to modify, remix, and share creative works.

How do I know if Autodesk learning content and Autodesk University content is available under Creative
Commons?

All Autodesk learning content and Autodesk University content released under Creative Commons is explicitly marked
with a Creative Commons icon specifying what you can and cannot do. Always follow the terms of the stated license.

What Autodesk learning content is currently available under Creative Commons?

Over time, Autodesk will release more and more learning content under the Creative Commons licenses.

Currently available learning content:
■ Autodesk online help-Online help for many Autodesk products, including its embedded media such as images and

help movies.

■ Autodesk Learning Videos-A range of video-based learning content, including the video tutorials on the Autodesk
YouTube™ Learning Channels and their associated iTunes

®
 podcasts.
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■ Autodesk downloadable materials-Downloadable 3D assets, digital footage, and other files you can use to follow along
on your own time.

Is Autodesk learning and support content copyrighted?

Yes. Creative Commons licensing does not replace copyright. Copyright remains with Autodesk or its suppliers, as applicable.
But it makes the terms of use much more flexible.

What do the Autodesk Creative Commons licenses allow?

Autodesk makes some of its learning and support content available under two distinct Creative Commons licenses. The
learning content is clearly marked with the applicable Creative Commons license. You must comply with the following
conditions:
■ Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike (CC BY-NC-SA) This license lets you copy, distribute, display, remix,

tweak, and build upon our work noncommercially, as long as you credit Autodesk and license your new creations
under the identical terms.

■ Attribution-NonCommercial-No Derivative Works (CC BY-NC-ND) This license lets you copy, distribute, and
display only verbatim copies of our work as long as you credit us, but you cannot alter the learning content in any
way or use it commercially.

■ Special permissions on content marked as No Derivative Works For video-based learning content marked
as No Derivative Works (ND), Autodesk grants you special permission to make modifications but only for the purpose
of translating the video content into another language.

These conditions can be modified only by explicit permission of Autodesk, Inc. Send requests for modifications outside
of these license terms to creativecommons@autodesk.com.

Can I get special permission to do something different with the learning content?

Unless otherwise stated, our Creative Commons conditions can be modified only by explicit permission of Autodesk, Inc.
If you have any questions or requests for modifications outside of these license terms, email us at creativecom-
mons@autodesk.com.

How do I attribute Autodesk learning content?

You must explicitly credit Autodesk, Inc., as the original source of the materials. This is a standard requirement of the
Attribution (BY) term in all Creative Commons licenses. In some cases, such as for the Autodesk video learning content,
we specify exactly how we would like to be attributed.

This is usually described on the video's end-plate. For the most part providing the title of the work, the URL where the
work is hosted, and a credit to Autodesk, Inc., is quite acceptable. Also, remember to keep intact any copyright notice
associated with the work. This may sound like a lot of information, but there is flexibility in the way you present it.

Here are some examples:

"This document contains content adapted from the Autodesk® Maya® Help, available under a Creative Commons
Attribution-NonCommercial-Share Alike license. Copyright © Autodesk, Inc."

"This is a Finnish translation of a video created by the Autodesk Maya Learning Channel @ www.youtube.com/mayahowtos.
Copyright © Autodesk, Inc."

"Special thanks to the Autodesk® 3ds Max® Learning Channel @ www.youtube.com/3dsmaxhowtos. Copyright © Autodesk,
Inc."

Do I follow YouTube's standard license or Autodesk's Creative Commons license?

The videos of the Autodesk Learning Channels on YouTube are uploaded under YouTube's standard license policy.
Nonetheless, these videos are released by Autodesk as Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-No Derivative
Works (CC BY-NC-ND) and are marked as such.

You are free to use our video learning content according to the Creative Commons license under which they are released.

Where can I easily download Autodesk learning videos?
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Most of the Autodesk Learning Channels have an associated iTunes podcast from where you can download the same
videos and watch them offline. When translating Autodesk learning videos, we recommend downloading the videos from
the iTunes podcasts.

Can I translate Autodesk learning videos?

Yes. Even though our learning videos are licensed as No Derivative Works (ND), we grant everyone permission to translate
the audio and subtitles into other languages. In fact, if you want to recapture the video tutorial as-is but show the user
interface in another language, you are free to do so. Be sure to give proper attribution as indicated on the video's Creative
Commons end-plate. This special permission only applies to translation projects. Requests for modifications outside of
these license terms can be directed to creativecommons@autodesk.com.

How do I let others know that I have translated Autodesk learning content into another language?

Autodesk is happy to see its learning content translated into as many different languages as possible. If you translate our
videos or any of our learning content into other languages, let us know. We can help promote your contributions to our
growing multilingual community. In fact, we encourage you to find creative ways to share our learning content with your
friends, family, students, colleagues, and communities around the world. Contact us at creativecommons@autodesk.com.

I have translated Autodesk learning videos into other languages. Can I upload them to my own YouTube
channel?

Yes, please do and let us know where to find them so that we can help promote your contributions to our growing
multilingual Autodesk community. Contact us at creativecommons@autodesk.com.

Can I repost or republish Autodesk learning content on my site or blog?

Yes, you can make Autodesk learning material available on your site or blog as long as you follow the terms of the Creative
Commons license under which the learning content is released. If you are simply referencing the learning content as-is,
then we recommend that you link to it or embed it from where it is hosted by Autodesk. That way the content will always
be fresh. If you have translated or remixed our learning content, then by all means you can host it yourself. Let us know
about it, and we can help promote your contributions to our global learning community. Contact us at
creativecommons@autodesk.com.

Can I show Autodesk learning content during my conference?

Yes, as long as it's within the scope of a noncommercial event, and as long as you comply with the terms of the Creative
Commons license outlined above. In particular, the videos must be shown unedited with the exception of modifications
for the purpose of translation. If you wish to use Autodesk learning content in a commercial context, contact us with a
request for permission at creativecommons@autodesk.com.

Can I use Autodesk learning content in my classroom?

Yes, as long as you comply with the terms of the Creative Commons license under which the learning material is released.
Many teachers use Autodesk learning content to stimulate discussions with students or to complement course materials,
and we encourage you to do so as well.

Can I re-edit and remix Autodesk video learning content?

No, but for one exception. Our Creative Commons BY-NC-ND license clearly states that "derivative works" of any kind
(edits, cuts, remixes, mashups, and so on) are not allowed without explicit permission from Autodesk. This is essential for
preserving the integrity of our instructors' ideas. However, we do give you permission to modify our videos for the purpose
of translating them into other languages.

Can I re-edit and remix Autodesk downloadable 3D assets and footage?

Yes. The Autodesk Learning Channels on YouTube provide downloadable 3D assets, footage, and other files for you to
follow along with the video tutorials on your own time. This downloadable material is made available under a Creative
Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike (CC BY-NC-SA) license. You can download these materials and
experiment with them, but your remixes must give us credit as the original source of the content and be shared under
the identical license terms.

Can I use content from Autodesk online help to create new materials for a specific audience?
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Yes, if you want to help a specific audience learn how to optimize the use of their Autodesk software, there is no need to
start from scratch. You can use, remix, or enrich the relevant help content and include it in your book, instructions,
examples, or workflows you create, then Share-Alike with the community. Always be sure to comply with the terms of
the Creative Commons license under which the learning content is released.

What are the best practices for marking content with Creative Commons Licenses?

When reusing a CC-licensed work (by sharing the original or a derivative based on the original), it is important to keep
intact any copyright notice associated with the work, including the Creative Commons license being used. Make sure you
abide by the license conditions provided by the licensor, in this case Autodesk, Inc.

Trademarks

The following are registered trademarks or trademarks of Autodesk, Inc., and/or its subsidiaries and/or affiliates in the USA
and other countries: 123D, 3ds Max, Alias, ATC, AutoCAD LT, AutoCAD, Autodesk, the Autodesk logo, Autodesk 123D,
Autodesk Homestyler, Autodesk Inventor, Autodesk MapGuide, Autodesk Streamline, AutoLISP, AutoSketch, AutoSnap,
AutoTrack, Backburner, Backdraft, Beast, BIM 360, Burn, Buzzsaw, CADmep, CAiCE, CAMduct, Civil 3D, Combustion,
Communication Specification, Configurator 360, Constructware, Content Explorer, Creative Bridge, Dancing Baby (image),
DesignCenter, DesignKids, DesignStudio, Discreet, DWF, DWG, DWG (design/logo), DWG Extreme, DWG TrueConvert,
DWG TrueView, DWGX, DXF, Ecotect, Ember, ESTmep, FABmep, Face Robot, FBX, Fempro, Fire, Flame, Flare, Flint,
ForceEffect, FormIt 360, Freewheel, Fusion 360, Glue, Green Building Studio, Heidi, Homestyler, HumanIK, i-drop,
ImageModeler, Incinerator, Inferno, InfraWorks, Instructables, Instructables (stylized robot design/logo), Inventor, Inventor
HSM, Inventor LT, Lustre, Maya, Maya LT, MIMI, Mockup 360, Moldflow Plastics Advisers, Moldflow Plastics Insight,
Moldflow, Moondust, MotionBuilder, Movimento, MPA (design/logo), MPA, MPI (design/logo), MPX (design/logo), MPX,
Mudbox, Navisworks, ObjectARX, ObjectDBX, Opticore, P9, Pier 9, Pixlr, Pixlr-o-matic, Productstream, Publisher 360,
RasterDWG, RealDWG, ReCap, ReCap 360, Remote, Revit LT, Revit, RiverCAD, Robot, Scaleform, Showcase, Showcase
360, SketchBook, Smoke, Socialcam, Softimage, Spark & Design, Spark Logo, Sparks, SteeringWheels, Stitcher, Stone,
StormNET, TinkerBox, Tinkercad, Tinkerplay, ToolClip, Topobase, Toxik, TrustedDWG, T-Splines, ViewCube, Visual LISP,
Visual, VRED, Wire, Wiretap, WiretapCentral, XSI.

All other brand names, product names or trademarks belong to their respective holders.

Disclaimer

THIS PUBLICATION AND THE INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN IS MADE AVAILABLE BY AUTODESK, INC. "AS IS."
AUTODESK, INC. DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO
ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE REGARDING THESE
MATERIALS.
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Welcome to the Flame Family Advanced
Configuration Guide

This guide covers advanced topics relating to the configuration of Autodesk's family of Flame applications. The Flame
family consists of the following products:
■ Autodesk Flame

■ Autodesk Lustre

■ Autodesk Flare

■ Autodesk Flame Assist

For information on installation of these applications, refer to the Flame Family Installation Guide.

1 Central Install (page 3)

2 Network Settings (page 11)

3 Stone and Wire (page 13)

4 Rendering (page 19), including Background Reactor and Burn

5 Wiretap Gateway (page 51)

6 Filesystem maintenance (page 61)

1
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Central Install

With Central Install, applications are installed on a central file system. Client computers can then run the applications
as if they were installed locally. The benefit is that upgrades can be made on a project by project basis rather than in one
complete migration. This minimizes the risk of compatibility problems and allows users to switch between various versions
of the same application and enables participation in beta software programs without the risk of disrupting production.

Overview

1 Install the applications on a networked file server or data drive. The installation process writes the application files
and creates a custom launcher on the server.

2 Mount the server on the client workstation.

3 From the client machine that will run the application, run the custom launcher on the server. When launching
centrally-installed applications, there is a slight delay during initial setup, after which applications behave as if they
were installed locally.

Creating Central Install Builds on the Server

Linux Server

1 Navigate to the location of the Central Install folder on your server.

2 From that location, run ./CENTRAL_INSTALL <your-install-file> /<path-on-central-host>.

For example: ./CENTRAL_INSTALL INSTALL_FLAME /centralinstall/linux/2017sp1.

■ For syntax help run ./CENTRAL_INSTALL.

■ <path-on-central-host> is the directory that will contain the installations.

OSX Server

NOTE You must create your OSX Central Install Build on a Mac. However, once it is built, you can move it to a Linux server and
run it from there, but still keep a distinct file structure between Linux builds and OSX builds.

1 Navigate to the location of the Central Install folder on your server.

2 From that location, run ./CENTRAL_INSTALL <unmounted-dmg>.dmg /<path-on-central-host> to start the installation
process.

For example: ./CENTRAL_INSTALL autodesk_flame_.dmg /centrallinstall/mac/2017SP1.

■ For syntax help run ./CENTRAL_INSTALL.

■ <path-on-central-host> is the directory that will contain the installations.
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NOTE
■ The machine hosting the Central Install can be either Linux or OSX. However, the Linux and OSX installers must be

in different directories, as they have identical file names.

■ If you have more than one Flame Family application running off a Central Install server, create all iterations under
the same output directory so that Central Install can share all of the common packages.

■ Do not use the packages that contain "app" in their name. Use the complete package to create a successful central
install build. "App" packages are those which have common installers for shared packages.

Central Install Build Options

There are a few options available that enable more granular control over the build procedure:

DescriptionOption

Silently allows the installation to an existing directory.-f

Specifies the directory to be used for Media Storage.-m

NOTE An empty directory means that no media storage will be used
by default.

Extract the run-from-network wrapper source code to the given file-
name.

-e

Usage:

■ CENTRAL_INSTALL [-f] [-m DIR] /installer/path/INSTALL_XXXX /central/install/location/

NOTE /installer/path/INSTALL_XXXX may be omitted if INSTALL_FLAMEPREMIUM is present in the same directory as
./CENTRAL_INSTALL.

■ CENTRAL_INSTALL -e [filename.cpp]

The source code is extracted to the specified file, where [filename.cpp] is the name of the unwrapped file. A system
administrator can then include the required code before recompiling the custom launcher.

Mounting the Central Install Server on the Client Workstation

Linux:

1 As Super User or root, using the text editor of your choice, open /etc/fstab and add the following:

#Central install mount point

<your-server-hostname>:/centralinstall/linux /centralinstall nfs
ro,bg,hard,intr 0 0

2 Save the file and exit.

3 Run the following commands:

mkdir /centralinstall

mount -a
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OSX:

1 As Super User or root, using the text editor of your choice, open /etc/fstab and add the following:

#Central install mount point

<your-server-hostname>:/centralinstall/mac /centralinstall nfs
suid,resvport,ro,bg,hard,intr 0 0

2 Save the file and exit.

3 Run the following commands:

mkdir /centralinstall

mount -a

NOTE When the installation is complete, enable SUID on the repository if it will be accessed by any workstations using NFS.

Launching the Applications from the Client Workstations

Using Flame Family 2017 Service Pack 1 and Above Central Install Commands

With Flame Family 2017 Service Pack 1 and above, Central Install keeps the background services running after you exit
the application. This not only speeds up relaunches of the application, but also means that jobs that were already started
can be completed even when the application is not running.

The following arguments launch and quit the Flame Family 2017 Service Pack 1 applications, using the following syntax:
launcher [options] [application options].

Run the syntax help for a full list of application options.

DescriptionSyntaxOption

Open a Central Install session on this worksta-
tion.

-o, --openOpen

The open command starts all services for all
applications of a given product number, in-
cluding Lustre. Once a session is open you
can, for example, start Flame, later exit Flame
and then start Lustre without needing to open
another session.

Run the application in a Central Install session.
It will first open the Central Install session, if
not already open.

-r, --runRun

Close the Central Install session. This com-
mand must be issued after using a Central

-c, --closeClose

Install application, if you want to run an older
version of Central Install or a locally installed
build or another Central Install session.

For example:

■ To open a Flame Central Install session: <installation-location>/Flame -o

■ To run Flame in an open Central Install session<installation-location>/Flame -r

■ To quit Flame in a Central Install session: <installation-location>/Flame -c
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NOTE
■ If --run is used, all subsequent parameters will be forwarded to the application.

For example: launcher --run --help would issue the following command: Print application usage information and
exit.

Hence, Central Install options must be specified before -r, -vv, or -f.

For example:
■ ./Flame -vv -r

■ ./Flame -f -r

■ To start Flame with a specific configuration file: ./Flame -r -c /usr/tmp/MyConfigFile.cfg, where -c is an
application option.

List of Application Options After --run

DescriptionSyntaxOption

Skip framestore sanity check--init-framestore-skipsanity-Z

Replace lost frames. USE WITH CAUTION.--red-frames

Install fonts.--init-install-font-F

Start up with user USER (Ignored if local-start-
user or remote-start-user are set).

--start-user=USER-U

Start up with local user USER.--local-start-user=USER

Start up with remote user USER.--remote-start-user=USER

Start up with project PROJECT.--start-project=PROJECT-J

Start up with workspace WORKSPACE.--start-workspace=WORKSPACE-W

Create workspace if the specified or default
workspace does not exist.

--create-workspace

Start up with remote host HOST (default=loc-
alhost).

--remote-host-name=STRING-H

Execute on n processors.--cpu=CPUs-p

Configuration file.--config=FILE-c

Menu file.--menu=FILE-f

Execute Batch setup.--execute-batch-setup=FILE-b
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DescriptionSyntaxOption

Use Burn to execute Batch setup.--use-burn-N

Log off.--log-off-L

Do not ask to confirm anything.--no-confirm

Keep a copy when migrating projects from
previous versions.

--migrate-with-copy-m

Video broadcast always on.--video-broadcast-always-on-B

Turn on debugging.--debug-d

Using Additional Options in Central Install Commands

With Flame Family 2017 Service Pack 1 and above, you can issue Central Install commands with additional options, for
a more granular control over the applications behavior. The following options may be used, in conjunction with the above
options.

DescriptionSyntaxOption

Do not consider the following daemon when
starting/stopping daemons. <daemonName>

-nd, --nodaemon <daemonName>Exclude Daemon

can be : stonewire, dlmpd, bb_manager,
bb_server, browsed, eyeoned, shotreactor,
tangenthub and/or wiretapgateway.
For example:

■ ./Flame -o -nd bb_manager

Do not start local daemons when closing a
Central Install session. This option must be
used with --close.
For example:

-n, --nodaemonstartNo Daemon

■ ./Flame -c -n

Display launcher verbose information.
For example:

-v, --verboseVerbose

■ ./Flame -v -o

Display extensive launcher verbose informa-
tion.
For example:

-vvVery Verbose

■ ./Flame -vv -r

Display the Syntax Help and exit.-h, --helpHelp
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DescriptionSyntaxOption

If opening a new session while another session
with a different version is opened, close it

-f, --forceForce

without prompting user intervention, and
open the requested session.
At least one of the following options must be
provided in front of the force option :
--open or --run.
For example:

■ ./Flame -f -o

■ ./Flame -f -r

Enabling Keyboard Shortcuts

In environments that employ user accounts other than standard flame family users, some extra customization is required
to make application keyboard shortcuts work correctly. To do this, copy the application's KDE file to the user's personal
directory. To copy the KDE file, copy the .kde file to the user's home/.kde directory, for example cp -r

/centralinstall/2017/usr/discreet/flame_2017/.kde/* /userpath/username/.kde/

Using Flame Family 2017 and Under Central Install Commands

2017 Service Pack 1 enables much more granularity in the way you interact with the Central Install Server and use the
applications. In previous Flame Family releases (going back to 2017 and 2106 Extension 2), you simply launch the client
applications by issuing the following command:
■ <installation-location>/<application-name>.

■ For example: <installation-location>/Flame.

■ Quitting the application is done in exactly the same manner as in a local installation. All background services are
stopped upon quitting the application.

Using Lustre in the Context of Centrall Install

Additional setup may be required to use Lustre in a central installation. To specify the location of Lustre projects, users,
and other relevant folders/directories, edit init.config in the Lustre installation directory and define:
■ MainProjectHome

■ MainUserHome

■ GlobalGradeBinHome

■ PresetsHome

■ TemplatesHome

Once complete, make sure that all the required directories are accessible with the necessary user permissions for all systems
that will run Lustre. For more information, see the Flame User Guide > Flame Premium Grading - Lustre > Configuring
System Settings.
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Minimum System Requirements for Central Install
On a Linux Client

■ CentOS 6.3, 6.5 and 7.2 / RedHat 6.5 (RedHat 6.2 is not supported without the DKU because of an XFS
issue).

■ The currently-supported NVIDIA driver.

■ A valid license for the application to launch.

■ The following packages:
■ Desktop, X Windows System, desktop platform. Gnome is not supported by Central Install. KDE only.

■ csh

■ gcc

■ gcc-c++

■ redhat-lsb-core

■ nfs-utils

■ compat-openldap

■ libXp

■ libXpm

■ openmotif

■ openssl098e

■ pciutils

■ numactl

■ lsof

■ glibc.i686

■ glibc.x86_64

■ libgcc.i686

■ libgcc.x86_64

■ libuuid.i686

■ libuuid.x86_64

■ libstdc++.i686

■ libstdc++.x86_64

■ aspell

On an OSX Client

■ OSX 10.9.5, 10.10.5 and 10.11.x

■ The currently-supported NVIDIA driver.

■ A valid license for the application to launch.

■ The g++ compiler, usually included with Xcode.
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Advanced Network Settings

Edit the files below as root. For changes to take effect, restart the network with etc/init.d/network restart.

You may need the following:
■ The static IP address and host name for your system.

■ The network gateway IP address.

■ The subnet mask of your network.

■ DNS server IP address(es).

■ Port configuration of any network interfaces.

/etc/sysconfig/network-scripts/ifcfg-ethn

Edit /etc/sysconfig/network-scripts/ifcfg-ethn, where n specifies the ethernet port number, usually 0 for the first on-board
port. If your workstation has an add-on ethernet card installed, the Linux operating system may assign ports eth0 through
eth3 to the add-on card. In this case, the on-board Ethernet ports become eth4 and eth5. You may need to set the following:
■ Optionally set the GATEWAY if not set in /etc/sysconfig/network.

■ IPADDR

■ NETMASK

■ MTU

Sample snippet from ifcfg-ethn:

DEVICE="eth0"
BOOTPROTO="static"
IPADDR="192.168.1.100"
NETMASK="255.255.0.0"
ONBOOT="yes"
GATEWAY=192.168.0.1

/usr/discreet/cfg/network.cfg

This file is only available after the installation of the Autodesk product. See the comments in the file itself for examples.
network.cfg parameters

UUID  The workstation's Universally Unique Identifier (UUID) is automatically generated by the application installer.
Once assigned, the UUID should never be edited as it uniquely identifies the workstation and the resource it controls.
Having different workstations using the same UUID will result in conflicts.

DisplayName
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The DisplayName is the human-readable equivalent of the UUID and is the name displayed in the UI to identify the
workstation. Does not have to be unique, but it helps if all effects and finishing workstations on a network use a different
DisplayName so the users can know which is which. On Linux, this will usually map by default to the current hostname.

Metadata Comma separated list of the local network interfaces to be used for metadata operations. Metadata operations
are usually small IO operations that may degrade performance when done on a high speed network adapter when a lower
speed adapter can be used instead. The order of the interfaces in the list is the order in which they will be tried. If left
empty, all active interfaces will be used.

Data Comma separated list of the local network interfaces to be used for large data operations. The order of the interfaces
in the list is the order in which they will be tried. If left empty, all active interfaces will be used.

Multicast Comma separated list of the local network interfaces to be used to limit multicast/discovery operations. If left
empty, all active interfaces that support multicast will be used. In a facility where all machines are connected to the same
networks (a house network and a high speed network for example), multicasting could only be done on one network to
reduce traffic.

Port  The UDP port to use for self-discovery. This value must be the same for every workstation on your network. Default:
Port=7555.

Scope Scope of the multicast. Consult your network administrator. For a network with one subnet, Link Local (224.0.0.1)
should be used, with TTL = 1. For a network with more than one subnet, use a scope appropriate to your network
requirements and router configuration; you also need to edit the TTL value. The scope value must be the same for every
workstation on your network.

TTL Multicast TTL (Time-To-Live) further refines the scope of the multicast. This tells the router how to deal with
Self-Discovery, and works together with the "Scope". The TTL value must be the same for every workstation on your
network.

/etc/sysconfig/network

Sample snippet from /etc/sysconfig/network.

NETWORKING=yes
HOSTNAME=workstation1
GATEWAY="10.1.0.25" // The GATEWAY value is used if no GATEWAY is defined in a network port’s
configuration file.

/etc/hosts

You may need to edit the loopback setting which may look like 127.0.0.1 vxfhost.localhost.localdomain localhost

by default. Optionally add hostname / IP address pairs for other workstations on your network. Sample snippet from file:

127.0.0.1 localhost.localdomain localhost
192.168.0.100 workstation1
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Stone and Wire

Stone and Wire is a layer that sits between the application and the file system. It is required and installed with Creative
Finishing applications, except Lustre. It handles local management of media and the transfer of media between workstations.
Wire enables the transfer of uncompressed video, film and audio between workstations over networks.

Five processes that must be running for Stone and Wire to work: sw_serverd, sw_probed, sw_dbd, sw_bwmgr,
ifffsWiretapServer. This process is started by the sw_wiretapd script.

All Stone and Wire processes should start when the system is restarted. If they are not running, check that they are
configured to run and then restart Stone and Wire. To start Stone and Wire processes, edit /etc/sysconfig/stone+wire
and ensure that it contains the following:
■ dl_stone=on

■ dl_wire=on

■ dl_wiretap=on

■ dl_vic=on

Restart Stone and Wire with /usr/discreet/sw/sw_restart.

Logging and errors

Every Stone and Wire process has a log file at /usr/discreet/sw/log.

The current log file is named <process>.log, where <process> is the name of the Stone and Wire process or daemon. The
next time Stone and Wire creates a log file for the process, it renames the previous log file by adding a number to the file
name. For example, the sw_served process log file is named sw_served.log. The next time the process is launched, the
first log file is renamed to sw_served.log.1. Each time Stone and Wire creates a new log file, the old log file is renamed
by incrementing the number that appears at the end of the filename.

Use the terminal to list the most recent version of the log files: ls -altr

Use swr_set_debug to enable verbose reporting of Stone and Wire driver errors. When error reporting is on, Stone and
Wire outputs error messages to /var/log/messages and the console window.

Disable verbose error reporting to save on storage. Run: /usr/discreet/sw/tools/swr_set_debug <level> where <level>
is the verbosity of the report: 0 is off, 1 is default, and 2 logs all operations and errors.

Stone and Wire configuration

The configuration file is /usr/discreet/sw/cfg/stone+wire.cfg. In the case of software upgrades, if stone+wire.cfg
exists, then it is not overwritten. However a new stone+wire.cfg.sample file is written which includes any new functionality
added in that release, including for example support for new file formats.
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sw_framestore_map

/usr/discreet/sw/cfg/sw_framestore_map is only available after the installation of the Autodesk product. It is configured
when the application is installed. Normally, it should not be necessary to edit this file.

It has two sections
■ [FRAMESTORES]: contains information on the media storage volume. If the workstation uses DHCP to get its IP address,

use localhost as the value for the HADDR parameter.

■ [INTERFACES]: keywords that define the network interfaces on the system that are available for Wire transfers.

Media pre-allocation

By default, disk space for video files is allocated on-the-fly as the files are rendered or written. Concurrent I/O operations
from multiple clients or background processes can generate frames with poor locality of reference, which leads to clip
fragmentation and decreases playback performance.

To prevent this problem, Stone and Wire provides media file pre-allocation mechanisms that reserve the necessary space
on the disk before the actual writing of the media files takes place. Pre-allocation reserves as many available contiguous
disk sectors as needed for the file sequence to be written.

There are two media pre-allocation methods:

FALLOCATE  The disk space needed for the file is allocated and filled with zeroes. On most filesystems, the performance
impact of this operation is as serious as when writing the actual file.

RESERVE  The disk space needed for the file is reserved, but not written to. The apparent size of the frame remains zero.
This operation is much faster than FALLOCATE, but is supported only on certain filesystems, such as XFS.

By default, pre-allocation is turned off in Stone and Wire (the method is set to NONE). To enable it, modify a parameter in
stone+wire.cfg. This is not a global setting. Pre-allocation must be individually enabled for each partition. On an XFS
system on which unwritten extent flagging was disabled when creating the filesystem, the RESERVE pre-allocation method
is not available for it.

To enable media pre-allocation for a partition edit the Preallocation parameter in /usr/discreet/sw/cfg/stone+wire.cfg
Save the configuration file and restart Stone and Wire..

sw_io_perf_tool

Stone and Wire comes with a command line tool to measure filesystem performance called sw_io_perf_tool. This tool
simulates I/O requests (audio and/or video) that would be issued by the Creative Finishing application, and reports the
throughput and maximum latency of all the requested I/O operations. Use sw_io_perf_tool to measure read and write
performance of a volume declared and mounted by Stone and Wire. Several options are available to simulate many file
formats and writing/reading patterns. Launching the command will display a list of available options.

To list all options available for sw_io_perf_tool, open a terminal and type /usr/discreet/sw/tools/sw_io_perf_tool
-h .

To test a standard filesystem partition's performance for a specific resolution, Run /usr/discreet/sw/tools/sw_io_perf_tool
<-p #> <options> where <-p #> specifies a partition ID (0 to 7), and<options> can be a combination of several media
format attributes.

sw_io_perf_tool with custom resolutions may be used. For example, to test read performances for frames with a width
of 1600 pixels and a height of 900 pixels: Max Latency: 335.284 ms

The command can be run while other operations are ongoing to simulate how the application will behave under these
conditions. The media used by sw_io_perf_tool is allocated and freed automatically. sw_io_perf_tool will not reserve
any bandwidth on the storage device. Partitions/volumes must be properly configured in the Stone and Wire configuration
file.
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wiretapgateway

Imports compressed media into Stone and Wire partitions. Controls the transactions between the Stone and Wire server
and remote applications. Its configuration file is: /usr/discreet/wiretapgateway/cfg/wiretapgateway.cfg.

sw_probed

Uses a self-discovery mechanism to locate all other Wire hosts and their framestores on the Wire network. Stores the
configuration required for communication between two hosts in memory. Its configuration file is:
/usr/discreet/sw/cfg/sw_probed.cfg. To enable multicasting:

1 On the render node, open /usr/discreet/sw/cfg/sw_probed.cfg for editing.

2 Set SelfDiscovery to Yes. Now sw_probed runs in self-discovery mode and it will automatically probe the network
for other systems. This is set to Yes by default when Stone and Wire is installed on the render node.

3 The Scope parameter defines the scope for the multicast. This parameter setting must be the same for all machines
on the network.
■ For networks with one subnet, set to LinkLocal.

■ For networks with subnets, use an appropriate value and router configuration, either OrganizationLocal, or
GlobalWorld.

4 If the workstations and nodes in the facility are on separate networks connected through routers, use the ttl parameter
in the file to specify the number of router hops for a multicast. Transfers across multiple routers may cause bottlenecks
at network bridges, especially with jobs involving film frames. Using the ttlparameter may reduce multicast-related
traffic and improve general network performance in the facility.

5 Save and close sw_probed.cfg then restart the sw_probed daemon with /etc/init.d/stone+wire restart.

sw_serverd

The Wire server daemon. Controls the transactions between the Stone and Wire filesystem and remote applications. Its
configuration file is: /usr/discreet/sw/cfg/sw_framestore_map.

sw_dbd

Responsible for mapping frame IDs from the entries in the swdb database to the location of the media on disk. Database
entries are created for all managed media and soft-imported media. One Standard FS media database file exists for each
Standard FS partition. Its configuration file is: /usr/discreet/sw/cfg/sw_dbd.cfg. Logs are located in: /usr/discreet/sw/log/

Configure the Stone and Wire database to automatically shut off when there is too little free space:

1 As root, edit /usr/discreet/sw/cfg/sw_dbd.cfg, and in the [Disk Check] section uncomment the Enabled and
Minimum keywords.

2 Set the value of Minimum to the minimum allowed amount of free space on the disk (in Megabytes). If the amount
of free space on the disk falls below this threshold, the Stone and Wire database daemon automatically shuts off.

3 Optionally uncomment the Timeout keyword, and set how often the Stone and Wire daemon should check the
available disk space. The default value is 30 seconds.

4 Save and close the configuration file, the restart Stone and Wire: /etc/init.d/stone+wire restart.

Bandwidth reservation: sw_bwmgr

Reserves storage bandwidth for Autodesk applications and tools based on its configuration file
/usr/discreet/sw/cfg/sw_bwmgr.cfg. Documentation is in /usr/discreet/sw/cfg/sw_bwmgr.cfg.sample.
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The Stone and Wire bandwidth reservation mechanism tries dynamically to improve bandwidth distribution to Autodesk
applications connecting to a workstation’s storage. It cannot protect the storage from I/O requests from non-Autodesk
applications and tools, since it doesn't handle them.

In low bandwidth situations, instead of reducing all reservations proportionally towards zero, it first reduces the bandwidth
of each process towards the low-bandwidth value specified for that process. If the bandwidth continues to degrade, it
starts reducing bandwidth proportionally towards zero.

Configure bandwidth reservation

Additional standard filesystem mount points (such as mount points to SAN volumes or to any other standard filesystem
volume that is not present in /usr/discreet/sw/cfg/stone+wire.cfg) can be managed by the Bandwidth Manager. Each
partition managed by the Bandwidth Manager must have a [Device] section associated to it in
/usr/discreet/sw/cfg/sw_bwmgr.cfg. To add a new device to the Bandwidth Manager:

1 Open /usr/discreet/sw/cfg/sw_bwmgr.cfg and add a new [Device] section at the end of the file, as follows:
■ <device_number>: the number of the [Device] section, e.g. [Device0].

■ Path: the partition's mount point. Since a partition can have several paths, <path_number> is the number of the
current path, starting at 0 for each device, e.g.: Path0=/mnt/XYZ.

■ TotalAvailableReadBandwidth: the estimated total reading bandwidth of the device, in megabytes per second.
Based on this value, and on the amount of active reservations for the current partition, the Bandwidth Manager
decides whether new reservation requests are granted or rejected.

■ TotalAvailableWriteBandwidth: the maximum estimated writing bandwidth of the device, in megabytes per
second. If unspecified, its value defaults to the value of TotalAvailableReadBandwidth. The total bandwidth
parameters are estimates of the theoretical maximum bandwidth of the partition. The actual bandwidth is affected
by several factors, including multiple applications trying to concurrently read or write to it. The Bandwidth
Manager continuously measures partition performance and dynamically maintains the actual total available
bandwidth for each partition.

■ DefaultReservation: the bandwidth assigned by default to applications that are denied a reservation request or
that don't have individual or group reservations associated to them. The value is expressed in megabytes per
second, e.g.: DefaultReservation=10

2 Define reservations for the current partition.

3 Save and close the configuration file, and restart Stone and Wire: /etc/init.d/stone+wire restart

Define groups of applications

Bandwidth reservation can be done by groups of applications.

1 In /usr/discreet/sw/cfg/sw_bwmgr.cfg, [Groups] section, add a line for each group of applications to be defined,
as in this example:

<group_name>=<application_name> <application_name> where:

■ <group_name> is the custom name of the group. The group name must not contain spaces and must not be the
same as one of the predefined application names.

■ Each <application_name> represents the name of an application in the group. This parameter can take one of
the following predefined values: “inferno”, “flame”, “flint”, “smoke”, “stonifiseTool”, “publishTool”, “S+W
Server”, “IFFFS Wiretap Server”, or “IFFFSTool” for other Creative Finishing command-line tools.

2 In the [Device] section add a Reservation line for the new group. The syntax is the same as when adding a reservation
for a single application. For example (using the “IFFFSTools” group from the previous step): Reservation1=IFFFSTools
50 50

3 Save and close the configuration file, and restart Stone and Wire: /etc/init.d/stone+wire restart

For more information see the comments inside the configuration file.
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Remove invalid frame references from the Stone and Wire database

Stone and Wire has a database inconsistency detection mechanism. If the framestore ID of a Stone filesystem or standard
filesystem partition in the system is changed without reformatting the Stone and Wire database, the inconsistency check
mechanism detects invalid frame references in the database, and prevents the Stone and Wire database server sw_dbd from
starting.

To remove invalid frame references from the Stone and Wire database:

1 In a terminal, as root, search the /usr/discreet/sw/log/sw_dbd.log file for the text “Bad framestore ID” e.g.: cat
/usr/discreet/sw/log/sw_dbd.log | grep -i bad/ framestore/ id

■ If the search returns one or more lines, the problem is related to invalid frame references. Perform the remaining
steps in this procedure to clean up the Stone and Wire database.

■ If the search returns no results, the problem is not related to invalid frame references. Check the
/usr/discreet/sw/log/sw_dbd.log file to determine the cause of the problem.

2 Stop Stone and Wire: /etc/init.d/stone+wire stop

3 Clean up the Stone and Wire database: /usr/discreet/sw/sw_dbd -C. A prompt offers to remove invalid entries
from the Stone and Wire database.

4 Restart Stone and Wire: /etc/init.d/stone+wire start

Check disk usage

To see if the filesystem is full, run /usr/discreet/sw/sw_df. If the filesystem is full or almost full, consider deleting or
archiving older material from clip libraries to free disk space. VTR archiving in Creative Finishing applications requires
free space on the framestore to generate slates, test patterns, headers, and audio encoding.

Clear the Undo Buffer to free up space. Clearing the Undo Buffer cancels any undoable operation, so use carefully. This
is available in the Preferences menu, Undo section.

Solve a framestore ID conflict

All hosts on the Wire network must have a unique framestore ID. By default the ID is generated from the IP address. It is
possible that there could be an ID conflict, where an ID is not unique. In this case Flame will not run, because the Wiretap
server shuts down after detecting the conflict. The log file /usr/discreet/log/ifffsWiretapServer.log will contain an error.

Solve a partition ID conflict

Each partition must have a different partition ID. To solve a Partition ID conflict:

1 Stop Stone and Wire: /etc/init.d/stone+wire stop.

2 In /usr/discreet/sw/cfg/stone+wire.cfg, find the [PARTITION#] section, where # is the ID listed in the error
message. Change the # for an unused ID. Partition identifiers go from 0 to 7, giving a total of 8 possible partitions.
Stone filesystem and standard filesystem partitions share the same pool of identifiers, but only standard filesystem
ones are listed in stone+wire.cfg. It is recommended to start numbering standard filesystem partitions at 7,
decrementing with each additional standard filesystem partition.

3 Save and close the stone+wire.cfg file, then start Stone and Wire: /etc/init.d/stone+wire start.
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Rendering

In a standalone deployment, all the Backburner and creative application components needed for background processing
are installed on a single workstation.

This is the default setup. To improve performance, rending can be moved to another computer, a Burn node.

Rendering is managed by Backburner, which can be installed, as it is by default, on the Creative Finishing workstation,
or installed on networked computers to set up a render farm.

Networked rendering

By default, all of the software needed in a Creative Finishing workflow is installed on a single workstation. If the workflow
requires more processing than can be handled by that workstation, some or all of the following components can be moved
to other machines:
■ The render node: at least one Linux computer that does the processing, running Burn. Rendering differences may occur

when using different generations of graphics hardware on different systems.

■ Wire enables the high-speed transfer of uncompressed video, film, and audio between Autodesk systems. Render nodes
use Wire to transfer source frames from the render client, and to return the processed frames back again.

■ Render client: an application like Flame or Lustre, that sends jobs from the workstation to the background processing
network.

■ Backburner Manager: for distributing and managing the jobs running on the background processing network.

■ Backburner Server: runs on each node and accepts commands from Backburner Manager to start and stop the processing
engine for the assigned processing tasks.

■ Backburner Monitor: an application running on Windows systems or in a browser on other systems. Use to view and
control jobs.

Background Reactor
Adding a second GPU on HP Z800, Z820, and Z840 Linux workstations enables the use of Background Reactor
to render effects on the workstation in the background.

To install Background Reactor:

1 Shut down the workstation and install a compatible second GPU. It must be the same as the main
graphic card. See the system requirements for supported configurations. Restart the computer.

2 As root, backup xorg.conf, if it was edited to create a custom configuration.
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3 Add the application licenses on the local workstation or in the license server.

4 Install the application software. Do not select the "Keep my customized graphics configuration option"
so the xorg.conf file can be updated with the correct information for the second GPU.

5 Edit xorg.conf to add the custom information.

6 Logout and login as the Autodesk product user.

Whether jobs are rendered in the foreground or background is configurable in Preferences ➤ General ➤
Default Rendering Options. It is possible to have Background Reactor tasks assigned to Backburner
Manager. The configuration cannot be changed while Background Reactor tasks are running. It is possible
to have Background Reactor and background tasks (i.e. proxy generation, media export, wire, etc.) run
simultaneously on the same station. Background jobs are still performed in serial.

Backburner
Backburner is a queue manager for background processing and distributed network processing. It allows
multiple jobs, such as I/O operations, grading, composites, and animation scenes, to be processed by many
computers on the same network.

Backburner Server and Backburner Manager are installed and are set to run automatically when the workstation
starts. By default, the Backburner Server installed on the workstation communicates with the locally-installed
Backburner Manager, but a centralized Manager installed on another system in the network can be used.
Only one Backburner Manager should run on the network at once.

If a workstation is using a remote Backburner, then disable the local version on the workstation:

chkconfig backburner_manager off
/etc/init.d/backburner_manager stop

Once the local Backburner Manager is stopped, open /usr/discreet/backburner/cfg/manager.host, delete
localhost, and enter the hostname of the system where Backburner Manager is installed.

Backburner Manager must be stopped before making any changes to the backburner.xml configuration file.
Otherwise these changes will be overwritten by the running instance of Backburner Manager. Normally
there is no need to configure the Backburner Manager. The most common changes, such as specifying the
default mail server through which Backburner sends job-related email specifications, can also be made via
the Backburner Web Monitor.

Configure Backburner services

To configure Backburner services:

1 Ensure Backburner Server is set to run automatically on the workstation: chkconfig –-list | grep

-i backburner_server. If backburner_server is not set to “on” for run levels 3, 4, and 5, enable it:

1 chkconfig backburner_server on

2 /etc/init.d/backburner_server restart

2 Check the keywords in /usr/discreet/<product_home>/cfg/init.cfg:
■ BackburnerManagerHostname <hostname>: Set <hostname> to the hostname or IP address of the

workstation running Backburner Manager. This hostname or IP address must match the one in
/usr/discreet/backburner/cfg/manager.host file. If it does not, background Wire transfers will fail.

■ BackburnerManagerPriority <priority>: Set <priority> to a value from 0 to 100. The default is 50.

■ BackburnerManagerGroup <groupname>: Set <groupname> to the name of a group of computers
on a Burn rendering network. For example, if the name of the group is “renderfarm1”, this keyword
would be set to BackburnerManagerGroup renderfarm.
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Start or restart Backburner Manager and Backburner Server

Backburner Manager and Backburner Server must be running for jobs to be submitted. They start automatically
so you do not need to manually start them. If you are having problems with Backburner Manager and
Backburner Server, restart them.

Log files are at /usr/discreet/backburner/Network/.

In OS X: run the Service Monitor: Applications/Autodesk/Smoke Common Utilities. If Backburner Manager
is not running, click Start. To view details on the Manager’s status, run the Console application from
Applications/Utilities, and look for entries containing com.autodesk.backburner_manager.

In Windows: from the Start Menu, select Programs > Autodesk > Backburner > Manager. Backburner Manager
starts and its application window appears. The message “Starting Network Manager” as well as server
connection messages are displayed in the window. To view details on the status of Backburner Manager,
leave its application window open or view the log files.

Configure Backburner Manager
Linux setup

1 Stop the Backburner Manager service: /etc/init.d/backburner stop. The Backburner Manager service
on the workstation is stopped, if it was running previously. If it was not running previously, a “Failed”
error message is displayed. If starting Backburner Manager for the first time, configure the Manager
before starting it. Otherwise, start the Manager.

2 The Backburner configuration file is at /usr/discreet/backburner/Network/backburner.xml

3 Start Backburner Manager: /etc/init.d/backburner start. Events are logged in
/usr/discreet/backburner/Network/backburner.log.

OS X setup

1 In the Terminal run /usr/discreet/backburner/backburner stop

2 Edit /usr/discreet/backburner/Network/backburner.xml and configure the Backburner Manager
settings as desired.

3 Save and close the edited backburner.xml file.

4 Start the Backburner Manager with: /usr/discreet/backburner/backburner stop. All Backburner
Manager events are recorded in log files in /usr/discreet/backburner/Log.

Windows setup

1 As an administrator, run backburner.exe. The Backburner installation wizard appears.

2 If there is an earlier version of Backburner on the system, you are prompted to uninstall it.

3 Follow the prompts to install Backburner on the workstation. It is recommended that Backburner
components be installed in the same destination folders on all machines.

Start and configure the Backburner Manager:

1 From the Start menu, choose Programs, Autodesk, Backburner, and then Manager. The first time the
application is started, the General Properties dialog appears.

2 Optionally customize the manager configuration.

3 Click OK to start the application. The configuration settings are written to the Backburner configuration
file, for example, C:\Documents and Settings\<user>\Local Settings\Application Data\backburner
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\backburner.xml. To restore the default settings, delete backburner.xml. Note that this file contains
the configuration settings for all Backburner components installed on the same machine. The Backburner
Manager GUI appears, displaying startup messages.

4 From the Edit menu, choose Log Settings to change the information that gets displayed in the GUI
and/or written to the log file.

5 Click OK. The configuration settings are written to the Backburner configuration file, backburner.xml.

6 Restart the Backburner Manager for the changes to take effect.

Backburner Manager can be set up to run as a Windows service so that it starts with the workstation's
operating system and runs in the background. When running as a service, no GUI is presented—events are
logged to the log file only. Depending on how Windows is configured, it may be necessary to log on to a
Windows account for the service to load.

Running the Backburner Manager as a service changes the location of the backburner.xml, wiretap.cfg, and
log files to /backburner subdirectories of the per-user application data directory subdirectories belonging to
the Local Service user. These directories are hidden to non-administrative level users. For example, on
Windows XP: C:\Documents and Settings\Local Service\Local Settings\Application Data\backburner
\backburner.xml

Set up Backburner Manager as a Windows service:

1 Open a shell and navigate to the Backburner root directory

2 Register the Backburner Manager executable as a service with the command managersvc -i.

3 To undo this, do managersvc -r.

4 The service can be started without rebooting from the Services GUI, typically accessed at Control Panel
> Administrative Tools > Services. The service can be configured here.

General configuration

TCP/IP settings

Manager Port <ManagerPort> The port used by the Backburner Manager. Default: 3234.

Server Port <ServerPort> The port used by the render node(s). Default: 3233.

N/A <NetworkMask> The default subnet mask used for the network. Default: 255.255.255.0. This value can
be overridden using the Windows-based Backburner Monitor; when you launch the Monitor, from the
Manager menu, choose Connect. Enter the subnet mask in the dialog that appears.

General settings

Max Concurrent Assignment <MaxConcurrentAssignments> The number of jobs the Manager sends out
simultaneously. This number depends on the processor speed of the Manager workstation, general job size,
and overall network speed. Generally, the default value of four is adequate. Too high a value may cause an
increased number of node timeouts because the jobs are sent faster than the nodes can handle them. In
such cases, decrease the value.

Use Server Limit <UseServerLimit> and <ServerLimit> The maximum number of render nodes allocated
for a job. This can override the server limit settings in some applications. For information, see the application's
Advanced Settings Dialog.

Use Task Error Limit <UseTaskErrorLimit> and <TaskErrorLimit> The number of times a render node
retries a task before suspending it.

Default Mail Server <DefaultMailServer> The default mail server used for email notification. This mail
server is used only for jobs that do not already have a mail server associated with them.

Failed node behaviour
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Restart Failed Servers <RetryFailedServers> Activate to enable automatic render node restarting. If this
option is disabled, the render node does not attempt to render the job again after the first failure. This option
is enabled by default.

Number of Retries <RetryCount> The number of times the Manager attempts to restart a failed render node.
The range is between 1 and 1024, default is 3.

Seconds Between Retries <TimeBetweenRetries> The time between each retry in milliseconds. Default:
30000 milliseconds.

The state of a render node is recorded on a per-job basis. The Backburner Manager regularly goes through
the list of render nodes for a job, checking for failures. If Restarts Failed Servers is enabled (set as 1 in the
backburner.xml file), the Manager keeps track of the following:
■ The time a render node fails on a particular job.

■ The time elapsed since the node failed on a particular job.

If the time elapsed is greater than the specified seconds between retries, the Backburner Manager decreases
the number of retries by one and resets the Failed flag for the render node. Once the failure count reaches
the specified Number of Retries, the Manager stops trying to restart the render node for that particular job.

Once a restarted render node completes a frame, it is flagged as active and resumes processing until the job
is complete.

Configure the Backburner Manager to access jobs on specified system or network drives by modifying either
fields in the Direct Access to Job Path group of the Backburner Manager General Properties dialog, or elements
of the ManagerSettings sub-element of the AppDetails element of the backburner.xml file.

Use these fields/elements when you do not want to have jobs kept on the drive or workstation where the
Backburner Manager is installed. Examples of such situations are:
■ There is very little space on the system drive where the Backburner Manager is installed. If another system

drive has plenty of space, share a folder on this drive called MyJobs, where jobs are placed when submitted.
In this case, you would direct jobs to \\computername\MyJobs.

■ The workstation is used simultaneously as a Backburner Manager and creative workstation. To reduce
the overhead on the workstation from the Backburner Manager, set up a shared job folder on a network
file server, called backburnerJobs. The Win32 job path would be set to \\fileserver\backburnerJobs and jobs
you submit placed on the file server.

Job path settings

Use Jobs Path <RetryFailedServers> When enabled, defines job location using the Win32 or Linux paths.
This tells the render nodes to get the job files from this location, minimizing the file I/O traffic on the
Manager workstation.

Win32 Path <Win32Path> The Windows file path where jobs are located. Click the Browse button in the
General Properties dialog to search the system for the job location.

Unix Path <UnixPath> The path where jobs are located. Click the Browse button in the General Properties
dialog to search the system for the job location.

These settings can be overridden from the Advanced Settings dialog accessed from the Network Job Assignment
dialog.
Default job handling behaviour

0 State: Do Nothing. When enabled, a completed job is left in the queue.

1 State: Delete it. When enabled, the job is deleted from the queue upon completion.

2 State: Delete After. XML element: <DeleteDays>. When enabled: the job is kept in the queue for the
specified number of days upon completion. Once the number of days has been exceeded, the job is deleted
from the queue.
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3 State: Archive it. When enabled, the job is archived upon completion. Archive it is enabled by default for
Windows Managers.

4 State: Archive After. XML Element: <ArchiveDays>. When enabled, the job is kept in the queue for the
specified number of days upon completion. Once the number of days has been exceeded, the job is deleted
from the queue.

These settings can be overridden from the Advanced Settings dialog accessed from the Network Job Assignment
dialog.

Set up a render node with Burn
Use Burn to render images in the background on network-attached workstations, freeing the main workstation
for creative tasks. Components:

Run multiple versions of Burn on one hardware node

Each version of a Creative Finishing application includes its own version of Burn, and each version of Burn
is compatible with only one version of Creative Finishing applications. In a facility with different versions
of Creative Finishing applications running with their corresponding version of Burn, different corresponding
versions of Burn can be run on the same machine.

Install Burn

1 To set up the node's operating system, use the Red Hat distribution that came with Flame Premium.
See the installation instructions for Flame Premium. Otherwise use CentOS, following the instructions
for Flare and Flame Assist.

2 Install Burn on the hardware: log in to the render node as root, and open a terminal. to access the
installer. Get the installation software from Autodesk and run: ./INSTALL_BURN to install Burn and
Backburner Server. For Lustre: ./INSTALL_LUSTRE_BURN. When Burn for Lustre is installed, the necessary
Backburner components are also installed on the render node.

3 License Burn.

4 Install Backburner on the system that will be the Backburner Manager for Burn jobs and activate each
render node so it can receive and process jobs from Backburner Manager.

5 In the /usr/discreet/backburner/cfg/manager.host file enter the host name or IP address of the
Backburner Manager. Otherwise, close it without saving. You may edit this file later after which you
must restart the server with /etc/init.d/backburner_manager restart.

6 If this is the first time you installed Burn on this node, configure multicasting by editing  sw_probed
(page 15).

7 Install on the node any optional non-default fonts, if any, installed on the machine running the
Creative Finishing application are installed.

8 To stop or restart Backburner Server, use /etc/init.d/backburner_server stop or
/etc/init.d/backburner_server restart. Check the Backburner Manager daemon is running: ps
-ef | grep -i Backburner.

9 Configure a Backburner Server to detect Backburner Manager: get the IP address of hostname of the
Backburner Manager computer. On each render node add the IP address or hostname of the Backburner
Manager machine to /usr/discreet/backburner/cfg/manager.host.
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Set up a workstation to send rendering to a Burn node
Creative Finishing workstations can use Burn if they are on the same version. When changing parameters,
restart the software for them to be used.

Location of parameters

■ Linux: edit /usr/discreet/<product_home>/cfg/init.cfg.

■ OS X: run the Setup utility which is usually in Applications/Autodesk/[application name]/Utilities.
Backburner settings are in the Backburner tab, under Application Settings.

Parameters

Manager Hostname [BackburnerManagerHostname] The hostname or IP address of the Backburner Manager
system that will handle background jobs submitted by the workstation.

Job Priority [BackburnerManagerPriority]  The priority for jobs submitted by the workstation to Backburner
Manager, from 1 (most important) to 100. With the default setting, all jobs are given the same priority, and
Backburner Manager manages jobs and network resources automatically. Changing this setting is not
recommended and may compromise access to the background processing network for other users.

Server Group [BackburnerManagerGroup] Specifies a server group (a preset group of render nodes) used to
process jobs submitted by the application. By default, Backburner Manager assigns a job to all available
render nodes capable of processing it. If you have a dedicated group of render nodes for processing jobs, set
the value to the name of the render node group.

Group Capability [BackburnerManagerGroupCapability] Enables or disables the submission of jobs that
require a GPU (such as floating point jobs) to the background processing network. Configure this according
to the GPU capabilities of the nodes in the background processing network:
■ Software: none of the nodes in the background processing network is equipped with a GPU. The application

will not send jobs that require a GPU to the background processing network, but only jobs that can be
processed in software mode (using OSMesa) by the render nodes.

■ GPU: all the nodes in the background processing network are GPU-enabled. The application will send
all jobs to the GPU-equipped nodes in the background processing network, even if some jobs do not
specifically require a GPU node. The GPU-equipped render nodes will render jobs that require a GPU, as
well as OSMesa jobs. If the background processing network also contains nodes without a GPU, and this
setting is used, , all jobs are sent only to GPU-equipped render nodes, and the nodes without a GPU are
never used.

■ Hybrid: the background processing network contains a mix of nodes with GPUs and without GPUs. The
application will send all jobs to the background processing network, and Backburner Manager will
distribute each job to the appropriate type of render node. Jobs that require a GPU are sent only to
GPU-equipped nodes, while jobs that do not require a GPU are sent to any available render node (GPU
or non-GPU), to be processed in software mode. Use this setting only if you are sure that at least one
node in the background processing network is equipped with a GPU. Attempting to submit a job that
requires a GPU to a background processing network with no GPU-enabled nodes results in the job being
stuck in the queue indefinitely.

Backburner Monitor
The Backburner Monitor allows pausing, restarting, and reassigning jobs and tasks to different render nodes
as well as creating and managing render node groups and verification that the servers are up and running.
With the Windows version, it can be helpful to install the Backburner Monitor on the same workstation so
you can start the manager and monitor and work out any connection configuration. Then each server can
be observed from one central location.
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The Backburner network can be monitored via a Windows-based or browser-based monitor.
■ The Windows monitor is suited for a setup with a single creative workstation, or the administrator

workstation on a larger system.

■ The browser-based monitor is designed for the non-administrator workstations.

Web Monitor

The Web Monitor allows users to manage jobs and render nodes using a browser. Its advantage over the
Windows Monitor is that it can run on any workstation with a web browser, and it has little impact on the
Backburner Manager. Data from the Manager is served by a web server on the same machine.

By default, end-users have complete control over the jobs that they submit to Backburner. To control all
jobs on the Backburner network, you must log on to the server with administrator privileges. Generally, the
name used to log in to the workstation is associated with all jobs submitted to Backburner from that
workstation. However, some applications pass on the account name used to start the application instead.
In Smoke, for example, if the artist starts the application as user smoke, smoke owns the jobs. It is therefore
necessary to create accounts on the web server with the same names. By matching the log in or application
user names with the web server user names, you ensure the artist has control over the jobs he or she submits.
To launch the Backburner Web Monitor:

1 Point a web browser to http://<machinename>/Backburner where <machinename> is the name of the
workstation running the web server.

2 Enter a user name and password and then click OK. From the Manager drop-down list, select the
Backburner Manager. You can update the display manually by clicking the Jobs tab Refresh button, or
you can set a refresh rate from the Auto Refresh menu.

3 To perform an operation on a job, select the job in the Jobs tab, then select the desired operation from
the Action menu. To view job details, double-click the job of interest, or select a job and choose Settings
from the Action menu.

Setup on Windows

Before users can access the Web Monitor, you must install the following software on the workstation running
the Backburner Manager:
■ Apache HTTP server (Linux/Windows/OS X) or Microsoft Internet Information Services (IIS) (Windows

only)

■ Backburner Web Server

Users without administrator privileges can fully manage their own jobs, but can only monitor the status of
other jobs in the Web Monitor. Those with administrator privileges can manage all jobs and render nodes.
To assign administrator privileges to a Web Monitor user account: Edit the Wiretap server configuration file,
wiretap.cfg, located in the backburner directory of the application data directory. In the [SECURITY] section
use the BackburnerAdministrators keyword to add users to the admin group. It can be a comma-separated
list.

To configure the Web Server to connect to the Backburner Manager:

1 Open for edit C:\Program Files\Apache Group\Apache2\cgi-bin\monitorCGI.cfg. Find
<Manager>localhost</Manager> and replace localhost with the name of the workstation running
Backburner Manager.

2 If necessary update <Port>3234</Port>.

3 Save and close the file. To test the Web Server, access http://<machinename>/backburner with a web
browser. Enter a user name and password when prompted. By default these are both backburner. If
you cannot connect to the Web Server, try restarting the Backburner service and/or the web server.
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To set up access to the Web Monitor:

1 Configure IIS to disable anonymous access, and enable integrated Windows authentication. These
settings allow anyone who can log in to the Windows workstation to use the Web Server. If you want
to provide access to users who do not have accounts on the Windows workstation, refer to the IIS
documentation.

2 Configure the Web Server itself to run in authenticated mode and then test this mode using the Web
Monitor: open for editing C:\Inetpub\wwwrootIcgi-binmonitorCGI.cfg. Add this line to the file:
<AuthorizedSite>monitorCGI.cgi</AuthorizedSite>. This requires all users connect through the Web
Monitor to provide a username and password.

Configure IIS and set the security for the Web Server:

1 Go to the Inetpub\wwwroot\backburner folder and edit its properties and enable sharing.

2 Edit the properties of the folder C:\Inetpub\wwwroot\cgi-bin. In the Web Sharing panel, enable Share
This Folder. You are prompted to set the security for the cgi-bin folder. From the dialog that appears,
select Execute (including scripts).

3 Set up the security for the shared backburner and cgi-bin folders in IIS with Computer Management
Console > Services and Applications > Internet Information Services > Web Sites. IIS-managed Web
sites appear in the right pane. If you just installed IIS, only one site (the Default Web Site) appears.
Otherwise, all IIS-administered Web sites appear in the panel.

4 Right-click Default Web Site and choose Properties. Open the Documents panel and then click Add.
Enter index.html in the Add Default Document dialog.

5 Click OK, and double-click Default Web Site. Icons for the shared backburner and cgi-bin folders appear
in the right pane. Edit the properties of backburner and enable Anonymous Access. The backburner
folder contains a file that connects the Web Monitor to the Web Server as well as the files that control
the look of the Monitor. Allow anonymous access to this folder to: Redirect the Web Monitor to the
Web Server, and permit any Web browser to load the Web Monitor page.

6 In the Computer Management Console, edit the properties of cgi-bin to enable anonymous access.

Test the setup:

1 In Backburner Monitor, from the Manager menu, select Connect.

2 Enter the IP or hostname of the machine where you installed Backburner Manager, and verify that you
can connect to the Manager.

3 Once you are connected to the Manager, expand the Plugins branch in the lower-left panel of the
Monitor window, and select MIO File Import. The Servers panel should list all the Backburner Servers
where you installed the Media I/O Adapter.

4 Expand the Global Groups branch in the lower-left panel of the Monitor window, and verify that the
server groups you defined are listed there, and that the correct servers are listed under each group.

Setup on OS X

Setting up access to the Backburner Web Monitor requires that you create Backburner Web Monitor user
accounts. The Backburner web server requires all users to provide a login name and password to access the
Backburner Web Monitor. The default user account backburner is created during the installation of the
Backburner Manager. The password associated with this account is backburner.

Create a Backburner Web Monitor user account:

1 Check if /private/etc/apache2/auth/backburner.auth file is present. If not, copy
/usr/discreet/backburner/WebMonitor/backburner.auth
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2 Add the account by running the commnad: htpasswd /private/etc/apache2/auth/backburner.auth.
Enter a password when prompted. The Backburner Web Monitor can now be accessed with the account
information you have entered.

3 To delete an account, as root in a terminal run htpasswd -D /private/etc/apache2/auth/backburner.auth
<username>

Users without administrator privileges can only monitor the status of Backburner jobs in the Backburner
Web Monitor. Users with administrator privileges can actively manage all jobs and render nodes. The default
user account backburner created during the installation of the Backburner Manager has administrator
privileges by default. If you are creating new user accounts, you may wish to remove administrator privileges
from the default account, for security. Alternately, change the password.

Give administrator privileges to a Backburner Web Monitor user account:

1 In the Terminal open /usr/discreet/backburner/Network/wiretap.cfg.

2 In the [SECURITY] section use the BackburnerAdministrators keyword to add users to the admin group.
It can be a comma-separated list.

Managing and Modifying Jobs

The Jobs tab presents high-level information relating to all jobs associated with the selected Backburner
Manager. Use it to view and control the jobs you submit to Backburner, as well as to view jobs submitted
to Backburner by other Autodesk applications. Double-click any job in the list to view its details and settings.

All users can activate, suspend, and restart all jobs. Users can archive/restore, modify settings and delete
their own jobs, while admin users can perform all actions on all users' jobs.

To find jobs and view their status:

1 Launch a web browser, log in to the Backburner Web Monitor, and connect to a Backburner Manager.

2 Click the Jobs tab. The Job list appears, showing all jobs on the system. Their status, progress, and other
information is also displayed.

3 To filter the list, type the word you want to match in the Filter by Name field.

4 Contents of the interface.

Name Job name

Status State of the job

% Done  The number of tasks completed, expressed as a percentage.

Tasks  The number of tasks completed and total number of tasks

Priority  The job priority, from 0 to 100. Zero is the highest priority.

Submitted  The time at which the job was originally submitted.

Started  The time at which the job was started, in the following format: YYYY/MM/DD HH:MM:SS. If
the job has not yet started, this field is blank.

Elapsed The processing engine required to complete the job. For example:
■ Burn: The Burn renderer.

■ Command Line Tool: The Backburner cmdjob command-line plug-in allows you to submit batch,
executable, or script files to Backburner as “custom” jobs.

■ mio: The MIO adapter is the processing engine responsible for carrying out transcoding jobs.

■ Wire: Installed with Stone and Wire. Can be used to import/export media, perform Wire transfers,
etc. Also used by the Wiretap SDK’s background I/O tool, wiretap_bgio_tool.
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Owner The owner of the job, and the host from which it was submitted.

5 Double-click on a job of interest to view its details and settings.

General Info tab

Description Job description as entered when the job was submitted.

Submitted By The owner of the job, and the host from which it was submitted.

State The current state of the job.

Priority The job priority, from 0 to 100. Zero is the highest priority. 100 means the job is suspended. Default
is 50.

Email Notification The address to which job progress, completion, or failure notifications are sent. When
using this feature, be sure to set the location of the mailer daemon too.

Dependencies List of jobs that must be completed before the selected job can be processed.

Last Task Error The last error message for the most recent task (associated with the job) executed by the
Backburner Manager.

Job Completion Handling Instructions Jobs are submitted with instructions to delete a given number of
days after completion. For Burn and Wire this is two days. For Cache and Proxy jobs it is three days. Export
and Publish jobs are submitted with instructions to delete 1 day after completion. All of these can be changed
with environment variables.

Tasks tab

ID The task number.

Status The state of the task (active, complete, waiting, error).

Server The name of the server where the task is being executed.

Start Time The time stamp at which the task was started (YYYY-MM-DD HH:MM:SS).

Elapsed Time The time duration consumed by the task (HH:MM:SS).

Last Error The last execution error message associated with this task.

Server Assignment tab

Assigned Server Group Name of the server group to which the job was assigned. A server group is a collection
of servers. Only servers in the specified group will work on the job.

Max Server Count The maximum number of render nodes made available for the job, as specified when
the job was submitted. Set to 0 (zero) to assign the job to all servers.

Assigned Servers A comma-separated list of servers currently assigned to the job.

Filter on Job Type Select this checkbox to list only the servers installed with the required adapter.

Name Host name of the server.

Assigned to Job A checkbox indicating whether or not the listed server is assigned to the job. To add a new
server to the job, check a checkbox. Click the Save button to apply the changes.

Description A description of the server.

Status The current activity of the server.

Perf. Index A value in the range [0–1] indicating the performance level of the server, relative to other servers
on the same job. A score of 1 indicates this is the best-performing server.
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Adapters The adapters installed on the server, for example:
■ Burn: The Burn renderer.

■ Command Line Tool: The Backburner cmdjob command-line plug-in allows you to submit batch,
executable, or script files to Backburner as “custom” jobs. See Submitting Jobs from a Command Line or
Script (page 43).

■ mio: The MIO adapter engine is responsible for transcoding some streaming media formats (such as R3D
and OpenEXR).

■ Wire: Installed with Stone and Wire. Can be used to import/export media, perform Wire transfers, etc.
Used internally by Autodesk Visual Effects and Finishing applications.

Suspend a rendering job:

1 Click the Jobs tab and select the job you want to suspend.

2 From the Action menu, choose Suspend. The selected job is suspended. If the selected job is completed,
the Suspend command has no effect.

3 To reactivate a suspended rendering job: from the Action menu, choose Activate. The selected job is
reactivated. If another job is already being processed, the selected job becomes pending.

Restart a job:

1 Click the Jobs tab and select the job you want to restart.

2 From the Action menu, choose Restart. The selected job is restarted from the beginning. If another job
is already being processed, the selected job becomes pending. While the most common workflow is to
suspend a job, change its settings, and then re-activate the job, restarting a job is another possibility.
Re-activating a suspended job picks up processing from where it left off. That is, tasks already completed
are not re-done. In contrast, restarting a job halts all processing for the job, clears the server of all
job-related temporary files (including completed tasks), and restarts the job from its first task. It is
identical to resubmitting the job from the creative application, without the need for that application
to be running.

To delete a job:

1 On the Jobs tab, select the job of interest and choose Delete from the Action menu.

2 When prompted, click OK. The job is deleted from the system and removed from the Job list. Deleting
a job completely removes it from the job queue and Backburner system. It does not, however, destroy
source material or rendered results. Deleting cannot be undone. If you think you may need to run the
job again in the future, or examine job details, consider archiving it instead.

To set email notifications for a job:

1 On the Jobs tab, double-click the job of interest, or select a job and choose Settings from the Action
menu. The Job Details page appears.

2 Enter the information in the Email Notification area:
■ From: Return address used by the Backburner Manager when sending notification email.

■ To: Destination address.

■ Server: Server where the smtp mailer daemon is running. Leave this field blank to use the Backburner
Manager’s default setting.

■ Notification: Turns on/off notifications for the job.
■ Failure: Enable to be notified on job failure.

■ Progress Every nth Task: Enable for email notification when each nth task is completed.

■ Completion: Enable for email notification on job completion.
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Managing Render Nodes (Servers)

The Servers tab provides an overview of the general health of each render node, the adapters installed on
it, and so on. It also provides access to server details, where you can set an availability schedule, for example.

Tasks related to render nodes (servers)

Admin UserServer Task

•Shift jobs between servers/server groups

•Delete absent server

•Set server availability schedule

•Create server groups

•Manage server group settings

View render node status:

1 Launch a web browser, log in to the Backburner Web Monitor, and connect to a Backburner Manager.

2 Click the Servers tab. If a server that is already known to the Backburner Manager subsequently fails
to re-connect to it, the manager marks it as absent.
Servers tab

Name Server name (host name).

Description A short description of the server.

Status Current server activity:
■ absent: Server is no longer seen by the manager, possibly down.

■ active: Currently working on a job.

■ suspended: On hold.

■ idle: Inactive.

■ error: Problem on the server.

Perf. Index A value in the range [0–1] indicating the performance level of the render node, relative to
the other servers on the same job. A score of 1 indicates this is the best-performing server.

Adapters The adapters installed on the server, for example:
■ Burn: The Burn renderer.

■ Command Line Tool: The Backburner cmdjob command-line plug-in allows you to submit batch,
executable, or script files to Backburner as “custom” jobs. See Submitting Jobs from a Command
Line or Script (page 43).

■ mio: The MIO adapter engine is responsible for transcoding some streaming media formats (such
as R3D and OpenEXR).

■ Wire: Installed with Stone and Wire. Can be used to import/export media, perform Wire transfers,
etc. Used internally by Autodesk Visual Effects and Finishing applications.

3 Double-click on a render node of interest to view its details, as described in the following table.
Manager tab

Host The server's IP address. This is used by the Backburner Manager to communicate with the server.
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State A short description of the server. Current server activity:
■ absent: Server is no longer seen by the manager, possibly down.

■ active: Currently working on a job.

■ suspended: On hold.

■ idle: Inactive.

■ error: Problem on the server.

Description A short description of the server.

Perf. Index A value in the range [0–1] indicating the performance level of the render node, relative to
the other servers on the same job. A score of 1 indicates this is the best-performing server.

Current Job The current job as assigned by the Backburner Manager.

Plugins Detailed information on the adapters installed on the render node.

4 Click the Close button to return to the list of all render nodes.

Shift a render node:

1 On the Jobs tab, select the job of interest, and choose Settings from the Action menu, or double-click
the job.

2 In the Job Details page, click on the Server Assignment tab.
Server Assignment tab

Assigned Server Group Name of the server group, if any, to which the job was assigned. A server group
is a named collection of servers. Only servers in the specified group will work on the job.

Max Server Count The maximum number of render nodes made available for the job, as specified
when the job was submitted. Set to 0 (zero) to assign the job to all servers.

Assigned Servers A comma-separated list of servers currently assigned to the job. If you make changes,
be sure to save them, then click the Refresh button to ensure the list is up to date.

Filter on Job Type Select this checkbox to list only the servers on which the required adapter is installed.

Name Name of the server.

Assigned to Job A checkbox indicating whether or not the listed server is assigned to the job. To add
a new server to the job, check a checkbox. Notice the Assigned Servers list is updated automatically.
Nevertheless, click the Save button, then the Refresh button to ensure the list is up to date.

Description A description of the server.

Status The current activity of the server:
■ absent: Server is no longer seen by the manager, possibly down.

■ active: Server is currently working on a job.

■ suspended: Server has been put on hold.

■ idle: Server is inactive.

■ error: Problem on the server.

Perf. Index A value in the range [0–1] indicating the performance level of the server, relative to other
servers on the same job. A score of 1 indicates this is the best-performing server.

Adapters The adapters installed on the server, for example:
■ Burn: The Burn renderer.
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■ Command Line Tool: The Backburner cmdjob command-line plug-in allows you to submit batch,
executable, or script files to Backburner as “custom” jobs.

■ mio: The MIO adapter engine is responsible for transcoding some streaming media formats (such
as R3D and OpenEXR).

■ Wire: Installed with Stone and Wire. Can be used to import/export media, perform Wire transfers,
etc. Used internally by Autodesk Visual Effects and Finishing applications.

3 Assign and/or remove servers, as desired, using the checkboxes.

4 Apply the changes. The selected render nodes are assigned to the job. If a render node is already
occupied, it completes its current task first.

5 Verify the changes by clicking the Refresh button. This queries the Backburner Manager for the most
up-to-date information. The Assigned Servers list is updated to reflect the changes.

6 Click Close to return to the list of all servers.

Delete a render node:

1 Before deleting a node, consider archiving jobs that made use of it, to preserve job details, including
the nodes to which tasks were sent.

2 On the Servers tab, select the node of interest, and click the Delete button. Only nodes marked by the
system as absent can be deleted.

3 Confirm the deletion in the dialog box that appears. The node is deleted and removed from the list.
Deleting a render node removes its entry from the database maintained by the Backburner Manager.
It does not delete any software from the node itself.

To help with network traffic, you can schedule the availability of a render node:

1 On the Servers tab, select a node of interest and click the Settings button. Alternately, double-click the
node of interest.

2 In the Server Details page, click the Weekly Schedule tab. Periods of time that are green indicate the
node is available to process jobs. By default, nodes are always available.

3 Toggle render node availability as desired:
■ Toggle a single hour by clicking the hour of interest.

■ Toggle the same hour for each day with one click using the hour buttons.

■ Click and drag to toggle a number of hours at once.

■ Toggle a whole day using the days-of-the-week buttons.

Server groups

A server group is a named collection of render nodes that is treated like a single node. By default, jobs are
submitted by creative applications to the Backburner network as a whole. The Backburner Manager determines
to which render nodes they are sent. Some Autodesk applications can be configured to submit jobs to a
server group. Server groups can be used to implement a job-processing strategy. For example with a render
farm consisting of eight Burn nodes, four GPU-enabled, it would be useful to have two server groups, one
each for the non-GPU and GPU-enabled Burn nodes.

Server groups do not restrict the ability to assign render nodes to particular jobs. When a creative application
is configured to submit its jobs to a server group, additional nodes can be assigned to it, automatically, or
manually, once the job is on the network. Conversely, you can always remove individual nodes from a job,
regardless of their relationship to a server group.
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To create a server group

1 On the Server Groups tab, click the Create button.

2 Enter a name for the new server group in the Group Name field.

3 Add render nodes to the group by selecting them in the Available Servers list and moving them to the
Servers in Group list.

4 Click OK to commit the changes. Server groups created in the Backburner Web Monitor appear as
global groups in Backburner Windows Monitor.

To assign a server group to a job:

1 On the Jobs tab, select the job of interest and choose Settings from the Action menu, or double-click
the job.

2 In the Job Details page, click on the Server Assignment tab.

3 Choose a server group from the Assigned Server Group menu.

4 Apply the changes, then click Refresh to update the display. Compatible servers belonging to the group
appear in the Assigned Servers list. If an expected server belonging to the chosen group does not appear
in the list, it can indicate the server is absent, or does not have the correct adapter installed. The
manager will only assign servers that are able to carry out the job. Changed settings apply to new tasks
only. Completed tasks are not reprocessed. To reprocess completed tasks, restart the job from the
beginning.

To delete a server group: On the Server Groups tab, select the server group of interest and click Delete.

Manager

Use the Manager tab to set options related to the Backburner network, such as logs, server assignments
criteria, job retries, and the tasks performed when a job finishes, such as archiving.
Manager tab

DescriptionFieldArea

Logging LevelLogging and Notification ■ Error: Fatal errors that halt the processing of a job.

■ Warning: Operations that complete with non-fatal
errors.

■ Info: Successful operations, possibly with minor
faults or caveats.

■ Debug and Debug Extended: Detailed state inform-
ation, including TCP/IP packet information. Helpful
in tracking down bugs.

■ Debug Extended: A more verbose listing than De-
bug.

The smtp mail server through which all email notifica-
tions for this manager are sent. This can be overridden
for individual jobs.

Default Mail Server

The maximum number of jobs Backburner will send
out for processing on the render farm at the same time.

Max Concurrent JobsServer Assignment
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DescriptionFieldArea

The number of times the Backburner Manager attempts
to restart a job on a server that has failed to complete

Retry CountTask Failures

its processing. A failed job may be returned by Back-
burner to the job processing queue. Set to zero (0) to
have job processing halted on the server after its first
failure. Default is 3.

The time before the Backburner Manager attempts to
re-start a job on a server that has failed. Works in con-
junction with Retry Count. Default is 30 seconds.

Time Between Retries

Specifies what happens to a job once it has successfully
completed:

On Job CompletionJob Handling

■ Leave: Job is left in the job list.

■ Archive After: Remove from the job list and place
in the archive after the number of days specified.

■ Delete After: Permanently remove from the job list
after the number of days specified.

Archive

The Archive tab presents information pertaining to all archived jobs. From here, you can delete and re-activate
old jobs. Archiving removes completed jobs from the job queue. It reduces clutter. Its advantage over deleting
completed jobs is in preserving all the information needed to re-submit the jobs at a later date. You can also
restore an archived job to examine job details, such as the render nodes that processed it. This can assist in
troubleshooting. Archiving can also be part of a facility backup strategy. The job archive contains metadata
(job details) only—it does not contain source material or rendered frames. Archiving a job has no effect
upon the associated media. Jobs can be archived automatically, when the manager has been configured to
do so.

Archive a job:

1 On the Jobs tab, begin by selecting the job of interest and choosing Suspend from the Action menu.
Jobs are archived (and restored) with their original status intact. Suspending the job before archiving
it minimizes the impact on the system if the job is restored later.

2 Choose Archive from the Action menu. The job is archived and removed from the Job list. By default,
archived jobs are saved to the Network\Archive folder where the Backburner Manager is installed.

3 To view the list of archived jobs, click the Archive tab.

4 To restore or delete a job from the archive: Click the Archive tab. The Job Archive appears, presenting
information for all archived jobs. Find the job of interest, then do one of the following
■ Delete: Removes the job from the archive.

■ Activate: Restores a selected job to the job queue, removing it from the archive. You can then choose
to modify its settings and restart the job. Jobs reappear in the job queue with the settings they had
when archived. This includes job status. If a job was suspended or completed when it was archived,
once restored, you must re-activate or restart it to start the processing again.

■ Refresh: Updates the display with the most recently archived jobs.
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Windows Monitor

The Backburner Manager maintains a database, which it updates with every change of state of the render
nodes. It then broadcasts the changes to every workstation running a Backburner Windows Monitor, whether
the end-user is actively viewing it or not.

The Windows Monitor can be launched from any Windows workstation on the network where it has been
installed.

The first Windows Monitor making the connection has full control over the job queue and Backburner
network—that is, “queue control”. Subsequent connections by other Windows Monitors have more limited
functionality. It is recommended to run Windows Monitor on not more than one or two workstations.

Run the Backburner Windows Monitor:

1 From the Start menu, choose Programs, Autodesk, Backburner, and then Monitor. The Backburner
Monitor appears. The first time the application is run, no network or job details are present, since it is
not yet connected to a Backburner Manager.

2 Connect to a Backburner Manager. From the Manager menu, choose Connect. In the Connect to
Manager dialog that appears, uncheck the Automatic Search checkbox, and enter the host name or IP
address of the Backburner Manager in the Enter Manager Name or IP Address text field. Automatic
searching is not recommended, since it makes extensive use of network resources and can take some
time. Click OK to initiate the connection. If the title bar displays “Read Only”, this indicates that
another user has already connected to the manager via a Backburner Windows Monitor. To get control:

1 From the Manager menu, choose Request Client List. A Client List dialog appears, showing the
status of all users connected to the manager via the Backburner Windows Monitor. The Status
column indicates the user with control of the queue.

2 Dismiss the dialog, then from the Manager menu, choose Request Queue Control. The manager
transmits the request to the user currently with queue control. A message similar to the following
appears on the remote machine. The user has 10 seconds to actively refuse the request; otherwise,
control of the queue passes over to you. You can now perform all operations on jobs and servers
on the Backburner network.

3 Verify the connection. From the Manager menu, choose Properties. Manager details appear in a dialog.
If no connection was made, this option is greyed-out.

4 Optional: Set the monitor to connect to its manager automatically at start-up. From the Manager menu,
choose Autoconnect.

5 When finished, end the session. From the Manager menu, choose Disconnect.

The first monitor establishing a connection to the manager is automatically granted queue control, and can
perform all job-related activities, including stopping, restarting, or deleting jobs. Subsequently, other monitors
connect in read-only mode, allowing them to observe the activity on the Backburner network only.

Managing and Modifying Jobs

Suspend and reactivate a job, select it, then do one of:

■ In the toolbar, click the Suspend button.

■ Tap Ctrl+S.

■ From the Jobs menu, choose Suspend.

■ Right-click a job in the Job list and choose Suspend.

■ To reactivate, select the job, then do one of:
■ In the toolbar, click the Activate button.
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■ Tap Ctrl+A.

■ Right-click the job and choose Activate.

■ From the Jobs menu, choose Activate.

Modify job settings:

■ From the Jobs menu choose Edit Settings.

■ Right-click the job and choose Edit Settings.

■ Press Ctrl+J.

1 Select the job of interest in the Job list.

2 Display the current settings for the selected job:

3 Double-click the field of interest, and modify it as desired. If the job setting can be modified, you are
allowed to change it. Otherwise, the setting remains unchanged.

4 Modify the Job properties as desired.

5 The Backburner Manager can send job success, failure, and other notifications to the email addresses
you specify in the Notifications area.

Job properties

Description The description provided when the job was submitted to Backburner.

Priority The job priority, from 0 to 100. Zero is the highest priority. 100 means the job is suspended.

Override Task Blocks Setting Depending on how the system administrator has configured the Backburner
Manager, it either i) assigns multiple tasks to each render node—that is, blocks of tasks (the default setting),
or ii) assigns each render node one task at a time. Enable to override the manager's configuration, for this
particular job.

Enable Task Blocks Enable to cause the manager to send render nodes blocks of tasks, for this job. Disable
if you want each render node to receive only one task at a time, for this job.

For example, enabling for frame-based render jobs results in each render node receiving a block of several
frames to render at once. Disabling results in frames being sent one at a time.

For this setting to have an effect, you must also enable Override Task Blocks Setting.

Use All Available Servers Overrides any Backburner Manager settings that restrict the maximum number
of servers that can work on this job at any one time.

Server Limit The maximum number of servers that can work on this job at any one time. Set this to zero
to run on all servers.

Server Group The server group to which the job is assigned.

Only servers in the specified server group will work on the given job, unless the group is set to use idle
non-group servers.

Restarting a job halts all processing for the job, clears the server of all job-related temporary files (including
completed tasks), and restarts the job from its first task. It is identical to resubmitting the job from the
creative application, without the need for that application to be running.

■ From the Jobs menu, choose Restart Job.

■ Right-click the job and then choose Restart Job.

Cloning a job creates a 100% duplicate job that is independent of the original, but inherits all of its qualities,
including its status and settings. Cloning is a convenient means for experimenting with changes to job
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settings or testing render nodes, since changes made to the clone do not affect the original. Cloning is
allowed, but not generally recommended. For efficiency, the Visual Effects and Finishing applications
pre-allocate space on the destination storage device for the frames resulting from all Burn and background
I/O jobs. Since the clone is a duplicate of the original job, its results overwrite those of the original job.

Archiving conveniently removes completed jobs from the job queue. It is a practical means for keeping the
job queue organized by reducing clutter. Its advantage over deleting completed jobs is in preserving all the
information needed to re-submit the jobs at a later date. You can also restore an archived job simply to
examine job details, such as the render nodes that processed it. This can assist in identifying problems—if
unexpected or unsatisfactory results occurred, for example. Archiving can also be part of a facility backup
strategy, since the archive represents a job history, in compact form. Note, however, that the job archive
contains metadata (job details) only—it does not contain source material or rendered frames. Note that
archiving a job has no effect upon the associated media. The job archive contains job metadata only; that
is, it contains the information needed to restart a job, but not the source media.

By default, archived jobs are saved to the Network\Archive folder where the Backburner Manager is installed.

Archive a selected job:

■ From the Jobs menu, choose Archive Job.

■ Right-click the job and then choose Archive Job.

■ To restore or delete a job from the archive, from the Jobs menu, choose Job Archives. Click Refresh if
you do not see all the jobs expected. Select a job (or jobs) and:
■ Delete: Removes the job from the archive.

■ Activate: Restores a selected job to the job queue, removing it from the archive. You can then choose
to modify its settings and restart the job. Jobs reappear in the job queue with the settings they had
when archived. This includes job status. If a job was suspended or completed when it was archived,
once restored, you must re-activate or restart it to start the processing again.

■ Refresh: Updates the display with the most recently archived jobs.

Delete a selected job:

■ From the Jobs menu, choose Delete, or in the toolbar, click Delete, use the righ-click menu, or tap the
Delete key.

■ Confirm the action. Deleting a job completely removes it from the job queue and Backburner system. It
does not, however, destroy source material or rendered results. Deleting cannot be undone. If you think
you may need to run the job again in the future, or examine job details, consider archiving it instead.

Managing Render Nodes

To view render node status:

1 Start the Backburner Monitor and connect to a Backburner Manager. The Server List area occupies the
lower panes in the monitor. This area shows nodes organized in a hierarchical tree view and as a list.
The tree view presents a hierarchical list of all node groups, as well as the plug-ins available for the
system. You can use this area to see which render nodes are available to render jobs, as well as manage
groups of nodes. The list of render nodes shows all nodes assigned to the group selected in the tree
view. If no group is selected, all render nodes on the system appear in this area. By default, this area
shows the following information for each node:
■ The name and current status of the node.

■ The job the node is currently processing.

■ The most recent message sent by the node to the Backburner Manager.

■ The icon beside each server provides a visual indication of its state.
■ Green: OK
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■ Yellow: idle

■ Grey: absent

■ Red: error

2 Customize the information shown in the list of render nodes, as desired.

3 To locate a render node, do any of the following:
■ Scroll through the entries using the scroll bars.

■ Reorder the list in ascending or descending order by clicking a column heading.

■ Filter the list by first clicking the square on the right side of each column in the Job list. Enter
filtering criteria in the dialog that appears.

4 Right-click a render node and choose Properties (or tap Ctrl+N). The Server Properties dialog appears,
showing hardware and software information for the node.

Server Server host name.

User User account name under which the Backburner Server was launched.

Current Job The current job as assigned by the Backburner Manager.

Status Current server activity.

Handle Server ID, used internally and in log files.

Platform Operating system details.

Memory Installed RAM.

CPUs The total number of CPUs installed on the system.

IP Address The server's IP address. This is used by the Backburner Manager to communicate with the
server.

Perf. Index A value in the range [0–1] indicating the performance level of the render node, relative to
the other servers on the same job. A score of 1 indicates this is the best-performing server.

Available Disk Space Disk space available for rendering.

burn, mio, Command Line Tool, Wire, etc. A list of adapters installed on the render node, for example:
burn: The Burn renderer mio: The Media I/O adapter used by WiretapCentral.Command Line Tool:
The adapter associated with cmdjob.

Server Backburner Server software version.

Backburner API DSO version. Should match the Backburner software version.

Plugin Backburner Adapter version and platform info.

Customize the render node list:

1 To add a new column: from the Server menu choose Column Chooser, or right-click any node in the
list and choose Column Chooser. The Server Columns dialog appears, presenting the columns that
can be added.

2 Drag and drop the column of interest to the column title bar in the Job list.

3 To rearrange the columns, drag and drop.

4 To remove a column, right-click the column title, and choose Remove Column. You cannot remove
the Server column.
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To shift a render node:

1 Select the node in the server list, then click Remove Server on the toolbar. The node ends its current
processing task and becomes available for other jobs.

2 In the job list, select the job to which you want to assign the node.

3 Assign the render node to the job: select the unassigned node and then, from the Servers menu, choose
Assign To Selected Jobs, or right-click the unassigned node and choose Assign To Selected Jobs from
the popup menu. The selected render node begins working on the new job. It remains assigned to the
new job until the entire job is complete.

Use the following procedure to delete offline render nodes from the system. Deleting a render node removes
its entry from the database maintained by the Backburner Manager. It does not delete any software from
the node itself.

To delete a render node:

1 Deleting a node can make it more difficult to troubleshoot jobs with problems, since it will be more
difficult to determine which node carried out the flawed work. Before deleting a node, consider archiving
jobs that made use of it, to preserve job details, including the nodes to which tasks were sent.

2 Select the render node(s) of interest. Only nodes marked by the system as absent can be deleted.

3 Choose Delete Server from the Servers menu, or by right clicking the node. The node is deleted and is
removed from the list.

To help manage network traffic, schedule the availability of a render node:

1 Select the render node(s) of interest and choose Week Schedule from the Servers menu or the righ-click
menu. Periods of time that are green indicate the node is available to process jobs. By default, nodes
are always available.

2 Select the time of interest:
■ Select a single hour by clicking the hour of interest.

■ Select the same hour for each day with one click using the hour buttons.

■ Click and drag to select a number of hours at once.

■ Select a whole day using the days-of-the-week buttons.

■ Select the entire week by clicking the button at the top left. The selected time is shown in white.

3 Click the Allow or Disallow buttons, as desired. Green indicates node availability. Red indicates
processing is prohibited during this time.

4 Click OK to update the schedule for the node and close the dialog.

Server groups

A server group is a named collection of render nodes that is treated, for the most part, as if it were a single
node. By default, jobs are submitted by creative applications to the Backburner network as a whole. It is the
Backburner Manager that determines the specific render nodes to which they are sent, based on job type
and node availability. However, certain Autodesk applications can be configured to submit jobs to a specific
server group.

Server groups can be used to implement a job-processing strategy. For example, consider a facility with two
Visual Effects and Finishing applications, and a render farm consisting of eight Burn nodes, four of which
are GPU-enabled. In such a situation, you might create two server groups, one each for the non-GPU and
GPU-enabled Burn nodes. By assigning each Visual Effects and Finishing workstation to a different server
group, you can reserve the GPU-enabled Burn nodes for the workstation with higher priority or more
demanding jobs.
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Server groups do not restrict the ability to assign render nodes to particular jobs as you see fit. When a
creative application is configured to submit its jobs to a server group, additional nodes can be assigned to
it, automatically, or manually, once the job is on the network. Conversely, you can always remove individual
nodes from a job, regardless of their relationship to a server group.

Two kinds of server groups can be created, local groups and global groups. In almost all cases, you will want
to create global server groups only. Local groups serve a particular purpose for 3ds Max, under a specific
Backburner configuration.

For information on configuring a creative application to submit jobs to a server group, see the User Guide
for the application of choice.

Create a server group:

1 Right-click All Servers in the server list and choose Global Group from the popup menu. If the option
is greyed-out, connect to a Backburner Manager, and then try again.

2 Configure the behaviour of the group:

Name The name of the server group as it will appear in the UI.

Weight Adjusts the priority of jobs assigned to the server group. Jobs assigned to a high-weight server
group are given higher priority than jobs assigned to lower-weight groups. In fact, a job assigned to a
high-weight group may be rendered ahead of non-group jobs—even if the non-group jobs have higher
priorities at the job level.

Can Use Idle Non-group Servers Enable to allow the Backburner Manager to temporarily assign idle
non-group render nodes to the group. Enabling this option increases the rendering power of the group.

Suspend Non-Current Group Jobs Enable to allow the Backburner Manager to suspend the processing
of non-group jobs running on group nodes, when a new job is submitted specifically to the group.
Enabling this option allows a render node group to automatically switch from non-group jobs to new
group jobs.

3 Add render nodes to the group by selecting them in the Available list and clicking Add. The render
nodes are added to the group. You can add render nodes directly from the Server list area by dragging
and dropping them onto an already existing group.

4 Click OK. The render node group is added to the Global Groups list.

Assign a server group to a job:

1 Select the job(s) of interest in the Job list.

2 In the Server list, right-click the server group and choose Assign Group to Selected Jobs. The server
group is assigned to the job.
■ If nodes in the group are busy, they complete their currently-assigned jobs before working on the

new job to which you have assigned them. Otherwise, they begin working on the new job
immediately.

■ If the “Suspend current non-group jobs” option is enabled for the group, all nodes in the Server
group drop their current rendering job and begin processing the assigned job immediately.

Shift a server group between two jobs:

1 Select all jobs in the Job list.

2 In the Global Groups list, right-click the render node group to be reassigned and choose Remove Group
From Selected Jobs. Each render node in the group ends its current assignment and becomes available
for other jobs. If "Suspend current non-group jobs" is enabled for the group, the jobs are dropped
immediately. Server groups are subject to the same job assignment and completion rules and restrictions
as individual render nodes.
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3 In the Job list, select the job to which you want to assign the group.

4 In the Server list, right-click the server group and choose Assign Group to Selected Jobs. The render
node group is assigned to the new job and begins rendering. If "Can use idle non-group servers" is
enabled for the group, the Backburner Manager adds nodes to the group temporarily, as they become
available from other jobs.

To delete a server group:

1 In the Global Groups list, right-click the render node group of interest and choose Delete Group. Once
the group is deleted from the Server list, the render nodes themselves remain untouched, and can be
assigned to other groups, as needed.

Use the following procedures to create or delete a named collection of render nodes, called a server group,
and to assign a server group to a job. Two kinds of server groups can be created, local and global. Apart from
some special cases with 3dsMax, global server groups are used. To configure a Visual Effects and Finishing
application to submit its jobs to a server group, set the BackburnerManagerGroup keyword in the application's
init.cfg.

Server Group customization

By default the nodes in a server group are available to all jobs submitted to the Backburner network. A server
group can be configured to make use of idle non-group render nodes. A server group can be configured to
give priority to the jobs submitted to it specifically. Once configured, when the Backburner Manager receives
a job for a server group, non-group jobs are immediately suspended, freeing up the nodes for the server
group job.

To create a server group:

1 Right-click All Servers in the server list and choose Global Group from the popup menu. If the option
is greyed-out, connect to a Backburner Manager, and then try again.

2 Configure the behaviour of the group:

Name The name of the server group as it will appear in the UI.

Weight Jobs assigned to a high-weight server group are given higher priority than jobs assigned to
lower-weight groups. A job assigned to a high-weight group may be rendered ahead of non-group jobs,
even if the non-group jobs have higher priorities at the job level.

Can Use Idle Non-group Servers Allows the Backburner Manager to temporarily assign idle non-group
render nodes to the group. Enabling this option increases the rendering power of the group.

Suspend Non-Current Group Jobs Allows the Backburner Manager to suspend the processing of
non-group jobs running on group nodes, when a new job is submitted specifically to the group. Allows
a render node group to automatically switch from non-group jobs to new group jobs.

3 Add render nodes to the group by selecting them in the Available list and clicking Add. You can add
render nodes directly from the Server list area by dragging and dropping them onto an already existing
group.

To assign a server group to a job:

1 Select the job(s) of interest in the Job list.

2 In the Server list, right-click the server group and choose Assign Group to Selected Jobs.
■ If nodes in the group are busy, they complete their currently-assigned jobs before working on the

new job to which you have assigned them. Otherwise, they begin working on the new job
immediately.

■ If the “Suspend current non-group jobs” option is enabled for the group, all nodes in the Server
group drop their current rendering job and begin processing the assigned job immediately.
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Shift a server group between two jobs:

1 Select all jobs in the Job list.

2 In the Global Groups list, right-click the render node group to be reassigned and choose Remove Group
From Selected Jobs. Each render node in the group ends its current assignment and becomes available
for other jobs. If "Suspend current non-group jobs" is enabled for the group, the jobs are dropped
immediately. Server groups are subject to the same job assignment and completion rules and restrictions
as individual render nodes.

3 In the Job list, select the job to which you want to assign the group.

4 In the Server list, right-click the server group and choose Assign Group to Selected Jobs. If "Can use
idle non-group servers" is enabled for the group, the Backburner Manager adds nodes to the group
temporarily, as they become available from other jobs.

To delete a server group, in the Global Groups list, right-click the render node group of interest and choose
Delete Group. The render nodes themselves remain untouched, and can be assigned to other groups, as
needed.

Backburner command-job utility
Use the Backburner command-job utility, cmdjob, to submit batch, executable, or script files to Backburner
as custom jobs for execution on remote servers. This tool provides flexibility in running custom jobs from
scripts. For example, you could create a script that submits all jobs contained in a network folder to be
rendered automatically at night. Special security consideration should be given to the cmdjob utility, as it
can execute commands remotely on all the render nodes on the network. A trained systems administrator
should ensure that the execution permissions are properly set and managed.
Two types of adapters

CmdJobAdapter Executes submitted jobs as root user account. Used by default. Available on all supported
platforms.

UserCmdJobAdapter Executes submitted job as the account that submitted the job. To invoke this adapter,
specify the -userRights job option when submitting the job. Available on Linux and OS X only.

Location of adapters

Linux/OS X  /usr/discreet/backburner/Adapters

Windows  Program Files\Autodesk\Backburner\Adapters

Use cmdjob:

1 Open a DOS shell or Linux/OS X Terminal and navigate to the Backburner folder.

2 Submit a job or jobs to the cmdjob utility using the following syntax: cmdjob <options>

<executable_to_run> <parameters>. You can use options, parameters, and tokens at the command
line of a DOS shell or Linux terminal, as well as in a batch file or script. Options, parameters, and
tokens are not case-sensitive. If multiple occurrences of the same option or parameter are used, only
the last occurrence is processed by the cmdjob utility.

cmdjob options

-taskList:<file> Sets the task list file. The file contains a tab-separated table. Use fill-in tokens to reference
the table.

-taskName:<number> Sets the task name column in the task list file. A value of 0 means this column is
unnamed while a value greater than 0 specifies the column in the file for the task names. This is used for
feedback in the monitor when looking at the task list.

-numTasks:<number> Sets the number of tasks for the job. This option is ignored if -taskList is used.
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-tp_start:<number> Sets the starting offset of the default task parameter in numeric format. Ignored if
-taskList is specified.

-tp_jump:<number> Sets the increment of the default task parameter in numeric format. Ignored if -taskList
is used.

-jobParamFile:<file> Sets the job parameter file. See example below.

A token is a reference to a value that can vary. It is evaluated on the server assigned to the job at the time
the cmdjob utility executes. You cannot nest tokens within tokens.
cmdjob tokens

%dsc Job description.

%srv Name of the server executing the task.

%tpX Task parameter X from the task list, where X is the column index in the task list file.

%*tpX Same as %tpX, where * indicates the number of 0 padded digits to use.

%tn Task number of the assigned task.

%*tn Same as %tn, where * indicates the number of 0 padded digits to use.

%jpX Parameter X from the job parameter file, where X is the row index in the job parameter file.

%*jpX Same as %jpX, where * indicates the number of 0 padded digits to use.

Running Burn
The Burn button appears when Burn-related settings are configured in the init.cfg file of Linux applications,
or in the Setup utility of OS X applications. Click it to submit a setup, timeline, or clip as a background
processing job.

To preview a result: open the clip library. Open the _Burn_ library. Submitted jobs appear with a name that
identifies the machine, the date and time of the job, as well as the job type. Jobs that require a render node
equipped with a GPU contain the string “gpu” in their name. The _input reel contains jobs and source clips
that are sent as input to Burn for processing over the network. The _output reel indicates the rendered result
that is copied back to the Linux workstation. A clip labelled PENDING RENDER indicates that the clip is
being rendered by Burn. To refresh the view of the rendered result, tap the F hot key.

Frames are not processed sequentially, so the clip may appear partially-rendered until rending is complete.

Background I/O
Background I/O is a media management tool for performing I/O with minimum impact on the performance
of the creative workstation. The tool has both a command-line and an embedded interface, and can:
■ Transfer clips using Wire

■ Publish clips

■ Stonify soft-imported clips

■ Resize clips

■ Generate proxies for clips

The embedded version of the tool makes use of Backburner for two operations only: to transfer clips using
Wire and to generate proxies for clips. The other operations to not require Backburner. In contrast, the
command-line version of the tool uses Backburner for all operations.
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Stone and Wire are automatically installed during installation of the Visual Effects and Finishing application.

Not all Backburner components may have been installed during product installation.

The Backburner Web Monitor and Backburner Web Server are optional, for the purposes of Background I/O.

Requesting a “Background Wire” transfer from the Clip Library menu invokes Backburner. The Visual Effects
and Finishing application submits the job to the locally-installed Backburner Manager which invokes the
Backburner Server, which calls the Wire daemon to carry out the task. Monitoring is embedded in the Visual
Effects and Finishing application. It can also be done using the Backburner Web Monitor (optional).

To set up background I/O in Visual Effects and Finishing, on a workstation with a Visual Effects and Finishing
application and all Backburner components installed.

1 Check that the Backburner Manager and Backburner Server are installed and set to run as daemons by
running chkconfig --list | grep -i Backburner. This should output something like:
backburner_manager 0:off 1:off 2:on 3:on 4:on 5:on 6:offbackburner_server 0:off 1:off

2:on 3:on 4:on 5:on 6:off. Levels “3”, “4”, and “5” must be “on” for the daemons to start
automatically.

2 Restart the Visual Effects and Finishing application so it picks up the new configuration file setting
and begins communicating with Backburner.

Check that background I/O is using Backburner by importing an image sequence from the filesystem into
a clip library and generating proxies for it, in the background:

1 Create a new project for which proxy generation is always on or is conditional. To do this, edit the
project's settings in the Preferences Menu, Project Management group. It is not recommended to enable
proxies or otherwise change proxy settings for an existing project, since it can result in the generation
of proxies for all clips already in the project in the foreground, an operation that can take considerable
time. The purpose of this procedure is to test proxy generation in the background.

2 In the library, click Import Image.

3 In the Clip Media group, enable Soft-Import Full Res.

4 In the Background Operations group, enable Generate/Import Proxies. The Proxy Generation button
in this area of the software does not determine whether proxies are generated or not. It specifies how
they are generated: in the background (with Backburner) or the foreground (Backburner not needed).

5 Use the file browser to select and import media files from the filesystem.

6 Verify the proxies are generated in the background, in a timely manner:
■ View progress of the background I/O in the Background Import/Export Queue. In the Library menu,

click the Background Monitor button (Ctrl+0).

■ Review messages appearing in the message bar in the Message History window. In the Preferences
menu, Miscellaneous group, click the Message History button (Ctrl+Alt+F7).

■ If the playable thumbnails indicate “Pending Render” for too long, this is a sign that the proxies
are not being generated.

Check background I/O using Backburner is operational by importing an image sequence from a remote clip
library into a local clip library. This operation makes use of the background I/O Wire feature, as well as
Backburner. In general, requesting a “Background Wire” transfer from the Clip Library menu invokes
Backburner and the Wire transfer

1 Check that Autodesk Stone and Wire must be installed on a remote system. Stone and Wire are
automatically installed during the installation of all Visual Effects and Finishing applications.

2 Create a new project or open an existing project.

3 Disable any settings that might cause proxies to be generated or the clip to be resized by editing the
project's settings in the Preferences Menu, Project Management group.
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4 Open the clip library and enable the following:
■ Dual Library View

■ Show All Libraries

■ Copy on Drag

5 In the Clip Library menu, click Network. The local system is listed at the top of the network library.
Remote systems are listed below it, in alphabetical order.

6 Select a library on a remote system and exit the network library. Selected libraries are highlighted and
marked with a “C” (connect) or “AC” (auto-connect).

7 Return to the clip library, navigate to the remote library in one view, and the local library in the other.

8 In the clip library Wire Options area, enable Background Wire.

9 Drag and drop a clip from the remote library to the local library.

10 Visually verify the selected clip is successfully copied. Additional verification is also possible:
■ View progress of the background I/O in the Background Import/Export Queue. In the Library menu,

click the Background Monitor button (Ctrl+0).

■ Review messages appearing in the message bar in the Message History window. In the Preferences
menu, Miscellaneous group, click the Message History button (Ctrl+Alt+F7).

Rendering from Lustre
To set up background rendering for Lustre, create a Backburner network with render nodes consisting of
Linux workstations running the Backburner Server and Burn for Lustre.

Lustre can work with streaming media-such as Red (.r3d) files-in two ways:
■ Lustre can read through Wiretap Gateway, which decodes the media on-the-fly, immediately returning

images matching the selected debayering quality in Image > Transcode > Format.

■ High-resolution background transcoding of streaming media can be done on the MIO Adapter via
Backburner. The MIO Adapter reads from storage directly and writes its results to Wiretap Gateway.

During background rendering, a shot on the timeline is rendered by a background rendering network. This
is different from Shot Reactor, which renders shots on a shot-by-shot basis, as they are colour- graded, to
improve playback performance.

Asynchronous background processing of Lustre render jobs is done with Burn for Lustre. This frees Lustre
stations for interactive colour grading, while background rendering is sped up by splitting the task amongst
multiple hosts.

Lustre rendering jobs are submitted for background rendering through the Render > Burn menu.

General workflow for setting up background rendering:

1 If not using BrowseD, share the storage for read/write access from background render nodes.

2 Install  NO LABEL  on the Lustre station or on a machine in the network. When jobs are submitted
from Lustre to Backburner Manager, Backburner Manager breaks each submitted job into tasks and
distributes the tasks to the rendering servers on the network.

3 Setup Backburner Monitor (page 25) which displays job progress.

4 For Backburner Manager to receive render jobs, set up the Lustre application to connect to the system
on which Backburner Manager is running. To configure new projects to use background rendering, set
the IP address of the Backburner Manager workstation in init.config. Locate the Burn keyword. In
the HostName line, set the string parameter to the hostname or IP address of the system where
Backburner Manager is installed. For example: <HostName string=”172.19.23.161” /> Quotation
marks are obligatory. Save and close the configuration file.
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5 Set up render nodes (page 49). They run Burn, which does render jobs. There can be up to eight render
nodes on the background rendering network.

6 Specify the background rendering path in Lustre (page 49).

7 Set up the shared storage mount point. This is the mount point on each Linux server that allows Burn
for Lustre to transfer rendered frames/files to the Lustre storage system. The storage does not have to
be mounted on the render nodes if BrowseD is used for background rendering. The Lustre system and
all background rendering nodes are connected over a dedicated network. Render nodes can access
media through NFS mount points, or by using the faster and recommended Configure Lustre BrowseD
(page 48).

Installing and configuring Lustre ShotReactor

Lustre ShotReactor renders modified frames when you move to the next shot on the timeline. With
ShotReactor, playback is enabled without interrupting your work during creative sessions.

ShotReactor is installed by default with Lustre. It requires a ShotReactor license on the workstation or on
the license server.

ShotReactor can be run on a remote server:

1 Install Linux on the server to be used as the ShotReactor and connect it to the local network. Log in
as root.

2 The ShotReactor server must share the same storage as the workstation. It may be necessary to configure
the file paths manually. If not Using BrowseD with ShotReactor, configure read and write access on
the storage filesystem, and mount it on the ShotReactor server:

1 As root, open /etc/exports and add a new line for the mount point, e.g.: /mnt/StorageMedia
*(rw,no_subtree_check,async) or /mnt/md0 *(rw,no_subtree_check,async). This creates a
network share for the mount point for the storage filesystem. Other users on the network will
access the storage devices by mounting its network share.

2 Activate the new network share for the storage device with exportfs -a. The list of network
shares is refreshed from the exports file. Confirm the storage devices are available to be mounted
with exportfs.

3 In a terminal, as root, on the ShotReactor server create a mount point on the ShotReactor server
and set permissions:

mkdir /mnt/StorageMedia
chmod 666 /mnt/StorageMedia
mount <Master Station>:/mnt/StorageMedia/ /mnt/StorageMedia

4 To configure ShotReactor to automatically mount the storage filesystem edit /etc/fstab and add
a line for the mount point just created, e.g.: <IP address>:/<exported filesystem> /<mount

point> nfs rw,bg,hard,intr 0 0.

5 Restart the Shot Reactor server. The storage filesystem should mount.

3 To install the ShotReactor license, get the dlhostid of the ShotReactor. Log in to the ShotReactor server
as root and create the license file, e.g: /usr/local/flexlm/licenses/DL_license.dat and copy the
license code into it.

4 In the Lustre install directory run ./INSTALL_LUSTRE_SHOTREACTOR.

5 Once the Creative workstation and the ShotReactor server to are configured to communicate, configure
the HostName string keyword with the Shot Reactor server IP address in the ShotReactor section of
the init.config file.

6 Render shots as you work.
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Configure Lustre BrowseD

BrowseD is a file server that connects workstations and nodes access to storage hardware via the network.

It is not recommended to run BrowseD a Lustre workstation because of the extra bandwidth required. 2K
playback speed and video input and output will not function correctly.

When working with StandardFS DPX or Cineon footage coming from the local Wiretap Server, storage must
be mounted directly on the render nodes.

Startup and configuration:

1 The BrowseD service starts automatically. It can be started from the command line interface with
/etc/init.d/lustre_<version> start. It can also be stopped and restarted. Enter
/etc/init.d/lustre_<version> for usage.

2 On each machine that will use the BrowseD server, configure
usr/autodesk/lustre<version>/init.config.

Username admin user on the BrowseD server.

Password Username's password.

Port All computers on the BrowseD network must use the same port to communicate. Set to 1055, the
default. If configuring a render node or a workstation running on a GigE network, set this as 1044. If
configuring a render node or a workstation running on a high-speed InfiniBand network, set this as
1055.

BrowsedServer The BrowseD Server's IP address or hostname.

UseInfi Enable this option if the networking procotol to use with BrowseD is InfiniBand.

3 To make directories on the BrowseD server accessible, set the BrowsedServerGroup keyword in the
init.config file. The mapped directory will appear in the Lustre browser.

4 Configure the Lustre Render Backburner paths with the IP address of the BrowseD server to use BrowseD
to render with Burn for Lustre.

5 Set local project paths with from the Lustre menu Setup > Settings > Project > Edit > Project.

6 To use BrowseD for rendering, click Network Rendering, and then click either the Burn or the Shot
Reactor tab. Enter the IP address of the BrowseD server to each path, or browse to the path you want
to use. Example: for a Project_Home set to /mnt/StorageMedia/foo on a machine with the IP address
172.17.20.146, the Project_Home path in the Render > Backburner is
172.17.20.146:/mnt/StorageMedia/project/foo.

Share the storage for read write access from background render
nodes

To allow rw access, the storage must be exported from the system to which it is connected. This makes it
possible for the background rendering components on the network to remotely mount the storage system.
Skip this section if you are using BrowseD. To make the storage system visible over the network:

1 Log in to the Lustre system (or the central storage system) as root. The storage filesystem is mounted
as /mnt/StorageMedia (on HP Z800 workstations) or /mnt/md0 (on older workstations).

2 Open for editing /etc/exports. The file appears, lists the available network shares (filesystems mountable
over the network).
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3 Append in the file a line for the mount point of the storage filesystem: /mnt/StorageMedia
*(rw,no_subtree_check,async) or /mnt/md0 *(rw,no_subtree_check,async). Other users on the
network will access the storage devices by mounting its network share.

4 Save and close the file.

5 Activate the new network share for the storage device. Type: exportfs -a The list of network shares
is refreshed from the exports file.

6 Verify the storage filesystem mount points are listed in the output of exportfs.

Set up render nodes

As many as eight render nodes can be set up for background rendering with Lustre. On each, verify and
perform the procedures below, in order.
■ Install Burn for Lustre.

■ License Burn for Lustre.

Mount storage on the render nodes

Configure Lustre BrowseD (page 48) to allow background render nodes to access the workstation's storage.
Otherwise, mount the media storage on each render node with an NFS mount point.

If the system that stores the render files is different from the system that stores the Project Home directories,
two (or more) mount points are needed. For example, if, in the Project Setup menu, the Project Home path
is /mnt/md0/SCENES and the Renders Full Home path is /sanserver:/RENDERS, located on a central storage
system, a mount point for each path must be defined. Mount the storage on a render node:

1 Determine the IP address of the computer that manages the storage. If using direct attached storage
only, this is the IP address of the Lustre workstation. You must also determine the IP address of the
centralized file server if you are also using a server area network (SAN) or network attached storage
(NAS).

2 Create a directory in /mnt for the mount point. The directory name must be the same for the mount
point on each node. Change the permissions on this directory to allow read/write access.

3 Set up the mount point to access the Lustre system storage or the central system storage. Use the mount
point as defined in the Lustre Project Setup menu. For example, if the Project Home is /mnt/md0/SCENES,
and the Linux mount point directory is named /mnt/md0, the mount command is: mount <hostname>

:/mnt/md0/SCENES /mnt/md0

4 Open /etc/fstab in a text editor and then add a line for the new mount point: <IP
address>:/<exported filesystem> /<mount point> nfs rw,bg,hard,intr,nfsvers=3 0 0

5 Save and close the file and restart the render node.

Specify the background rendering path in Lustre

1 In the Lustre Setup menu, choose Settings.

2 Select your project and click Edit. In the Project Settings menu click Network Rendering, then Burn.

3 Enter the location of the Project Home, Scans Full Home, Scans Half Home, Renders Full Home and
Renders Half Home, as seen from the Linux render nodes. You only need to enter those locations that
are defined for the project in the local project setup, located in the Setup > Project menu.

4 Click Save Project.
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WiretapCentral and Wiretap Gateway

Wiretap is a protocol that allows a client system to remotely browse, read, and write media and metadata from Creative
Finishing applications. The Wiretap server ifffsWiretapServer is installed with Creative Finishing applications and runs
independently of them.

Wiretap Central is a browser-based application that can:
■ Access projects of a Creative Finishing workstation or other workstations on site, including clip libraries, and reels.

■ Encode different types of media from Wiretap Central without having to interrupt creative work on the workstation.
H264, Mpeg1, Mpeg2, Mpeg4, FLV, IPOD compatible files and a few other formats are available.

Wiretap Gateway is a Wiretap server that exposes any mounted standard filesystem as a Wiretap hierarchy of directories,
files, and clip nodes, and streams them as raw RGB to local or remote Wiretap clients, such as WiretapCentral.

WiretapCentral, Wiretap Gateway, Backburner (page 20), Backburner Manager, and Backburner Monitor (page 25) are
installed by default on an Autodesk workstation. Some or all of the components may be installed on other hardware.

Install and license Wiretap Gateway on a dedicated system
Installation

■ In a Linux-only setup, install Wiretap Gateway on a Linux workstation.

■ For OS X, there are two different installers depending on whether you will license with ADLM or FLEXlm.

A link to the installer is in the release announcement. On Linux, as root, run the INSTALL_WIRETAPGATEWAY
script from the installation directory.

Install on OS X by running the DMG file linked from the link in the release announcement.

License dedicated Wiretap Gateway Linux products

Wiretap Gateway cannot be used on a dedicated system until it is licensed. Although they still appear in the
network tree in applications, unlicensed Wiretap Gateways block all media I/O. To license Wiretap Gateway
through a remote (network) license server (Linux or OS X): On the machine running Wiretap Gateway create
/usr/local/flexlm/licenses/DL_licenseNetwork.dat, and add the lines:

SERVER <license_server_machine_name> 0
VENDOR discreet_l
USE_SERVER

6
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To license (node locked) Wiretap Gateway on Linux or OS X:

1 On the Wiretap Gateway system in a terminal, get the Discreet host ID of the system with
/usr/local/bin/dlhostid.

2 Send the Discreet host ID line (e.g. everything in quotations marks, above) to Autodesk M&E
Licensing:me.licensing@autodesk.com. A 4-day license code can be had via the emergency license generator
at http://melicensing.autodesk.com/templicensing/.

3 Add the code to the license file /usr/local/flexlm/licenses/DL_license.dat.

4 Save the license file and restart Wiretap Gateway with /etc/init.d/wiretapgateway restart.

Installing and licensing the Wiretap Gateway included with OS X products

1 Register and set up the network license server for OS X before installing Wiretap Gateway.

2 Run Install Wiretap Gateway Server from the installation package.

3 Click through to the Network License Configuration dialog and enter the license server hostname in
the Server hostname field.

4 Depending on the OS configuration, the Select a Destination window may appear. Click “Install for
all users of this computer”, then click Continue.

5 Click Install to begin the installation process.

To change the license server after installing the OS X edition of Wiretap Gateway:

1 Open the License Server Selector:
■ If the product is installed on the same workstation: /Applications/[product]/Utilities

■ If the product is not installed on the workstation: /Applications/Autodesk/Adlm

2 Enter the name of the license server in the Hostname field and click OK.

Configure Wiretap Gateway

After changing the configuration file /usr/discreet/wiretapgateway/cfg/wiretapgateway.cfg, restart
Wiretap Gateway:
■ On OS X, use Applications/Autodesk/[product] Common Utilties/Service Monitor

■ On Linux, do sudo /etc/init.d/wiretapgateway restart

Define an additional IP address

By default, the primary network interface of Wiretap Gateway is the GigE network adapter. If an additional
network, such as InfiniBand is present, uncomment the IP0 parameter, and set its value to the InfiniBand
IP address of the host. For example: IP0=10.10.11.10. To define more network interfaces, use the IP1, IP2,
parameters etc.

Filtering the file system

Hide directories and file types from Wiretap Gateway with the ExcludeDirs, ExcludeExts, and LimitDirs
parameters. The first two exclude a comma-delimited list of objects. LimitDirs excludes everything on the
filesystem except a comma-delimited list of objects. LimitDirs overrides ExcludeDirs in the event of a
conflict. Examples:
■ ExcludeDirs=/dev,/lib,/usr/lib,/bin,/usr/bin,/sbin

■ ExcludeExts=jpg,tiff,mov
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■ LimitDirs=/mnt.

Proxy quality for RED footage

The LowresDebayerMode parameter sets the proxy quality level for viewing RED (R3D) media. Legal values:
Full, Half Premium, Half Good, Quarter (default), Eighth.

Slave processes

To improve real-time playback of RED media, Wiretap Gateway can spawn multiple slave processes that
increase performance without requiring additional licenses. This is set with NumLocalSlaves. The default
setting is 4. Do not use slaves in conjunction with a RED ROCKET. Set NumLocalSlaves=0.

On a dedicated system, enable as many slave processes as the number of CPU cores on the system.

On a Creative Finishing workstation set aside at least four CPU cores for a Creative Finishing application,
or two cores for Lustre. For example, on a 16-core HP Z800 running Lustre, enable 12 slave processes, so that
two CPU cores remain available for Lustre, and two other CPU cores are available for background processes
like Backburner.

Read-ahead threads

If using a RED ROCKET slaves cannot be made available. The Wiretap server can handle concurrent reading
from multiple clients and the number of threads to create is set with NumReadAheadThreads. The default
value, 7, is tuned for two clients each reading (in parallel) two streams, each with three read-ahead requests.

Set NumReadAheadThreads=12 and NumReadThreads=6.

NumReadThreads=6 is the number of read-ahead requests sent by clients when no slaves are available. This
number should not be set higher than NumReadAheadThreads above. When slaves are available, this number
is ignored and the number of read-aheads will equal the number of slaves available.

Test the setup

1 Access the file browser in Lustre, the Network panel in a Creative Finishing application, or open
WiretapCentral in a Web browser: http://<hostname>/WiretapCentral

2 Locate the Wiretap Gateway system in the list, and make sure the label “Gateway” or “Autodesk Wiretap
Gateway Server” appears next to the system name.

3 In WiretapCentral, locate the Wiretap Gateway system to be verified in the Servers panel on the
left-hand side, and ensure the label “Gateway” appears next to the system name.

4 Click the Wiretap Gateway system name, and verify that Wiretap Gateway was successfully licensed:
■ In WiretapCentral, the Description row in the Server Details panel should no longer contain the

mention “Unlicensed”.

■ In Creative Finishing applications, Wiretap Gateway should no longer contain the mention
“Unlicensed”.

5 Ensure the storage device connected to the Wiretap Gateway system can be browsed.

Install WiretapCentral on a dedicated system
To install on Linux, in a terminal as root go to the directory to which the files were unpacked, run the
installer with the command INSTALL.

On OS X, whether on the DVD or the DMG file, the WiretapCentral is found in the Standalone Installers

folder. Run the app and follow the on-screen instructions to complete the installation.
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Configure WiretapCentral

Set up user access control

By default, no user name or password is needed to use WiretapCentral. All jobs submitted from it to Backburner
are owned by the user apache. So all users can perform operations on any job. The user apache can be given
administrator privileges for Backburner, which allows all users to manage and control all jobs on the
Backburner network, including Burn jobs.

For greater control, use the Apache server’s authentication mechanism on the root directory of WiretapCentral,
which requires users to submit a user name and password. Then WiretapCentral jobs on the Backburner
network have specific user names associated with them and only the owner of a job can perform operations
upon it. Specific users can be given administrator privileges so they can control Backburner jobs other than
their own.

The first step in setting up user authentication is to password-protect the directory (and subdirectories) from
which the WiretapCentral Web page is served by adding standard server directives to the main Apache
configuration file /etc/httpd/conf/httpd.conf (Linux) or /etc/apache2/httpd.conf. Open for editing the
main Apache configuration file, (OS X) and append this:

# WiretapCentral User Authentication Section
<Directory /var/www/html/wiretapcentral>
AuthType Basic
AuthName WireTapCentral
AuthUserFile /etc/httpd/auth/wiretapcentral.auth
<Limit GET POST>
require valid-user
</Limit>
</Directory>

Restart the Apache server for the changes to take effect.

Next create a password file containing user names and passwords with the Apache htpasswd command to
add users to the wiretapcentral.auth file.

To give some users admin permissions:

1 On the workstation where the Backburner Manager is installed, open for editing
/usr/discreet/backburner/cfg/wiretap.cfg.

2 Update the BackburnerAdministrators keyword, use a comma-separate list of users, for example:
BackburnerAdministrators=backburner, apache, wiretapcentral, admin. Save the file.

3 To verify that administrator privileges have been successfully applied to the user account, first, on the
workstation where the Backburner Manager is installed, restart the Backburner Manager so it picks up
the new settings:
■ Linux: /etc/init.d/backburner restart

■ OS X: /usr/discreet/backburner/backburner_manager restart

4 Log in to WiretapCentral as the administrator account, and attempt to suspend a job that belongs to
a different user. If the suspension operation is successful, the administrator privileges have been applied.
A “permission denied” error message indicates that the account does not have administrator privileges.

Web browser configuration

The WiretapCentral graphical user interface runs in any browser that supports the Adobe Flash Player plug-in,
version 9 or later. Point the browser to http://<hostname>/WiretapCentral. On Creative Finishing
workstations, the DKU installs the Adobe Flash Player.
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Configure applications to access WiretapCentral

If the Creative Finishing application is running, exit it before configuring.

For Linux, in a terminal, as root, open for editing init.cfg, in a text editor. Change the value of the
WiretapCentralUrl keyword to refer to the system where WiretapCentral was installed, for example:
WiretapCentralUrl http://server1/WiretapCentral/. Save and close the file.

On OS X, run Setup from Applications / Autodesk / <product> / Utilities. Enter the URL of
WiretapCentral in the WiretapCentral Url field, in the General tab. For example:
http://server1/WiretapCentral/.

Test the setup

1 Verify the render farm from WiretapCentral: open WiretapCentral in a Web browser:
http://<hostname>/WiretapCentral

2 Select Backburner Monitor from the Tools menu or from
http://<hostname>/WiretapCentral/bbmon.html.

3 Ensure the machine where Backburner Manager was set up appears in the Backburner Manager
drop-down list.

4 Select the manager for the render farm and then click the Servers tab. A list of all the Backburner Servers
assigned to the selected manager appears.

5 Make sure the servers are in the list, and that “mio” is listed in the Adapters column for each of them.

6 Click the Server Groups tab, and check the node groups are listed.

Wiretap path translation
Wiretap path translation converts the syntax of a file path referred by a Wiretap server running on a Linux
workstation to a format the client can understand. It allows Wiretap clients to understand file paths that
are referenced by an Autodesk Creative Finishing product to clips that have been soft-imported from a NAS,
SAN, or any remote mounted storage.

Configure the path translation database

/usr/discreet/wiretap/cfg/wiretap_path_translation_db.xml contains a set of rules that specify how to
convert (translate) a file path referred to by a source workstation (the host running the Wiretap server) into
a path that the client can understand. To configure:

1 Open /usr/discreet/wiretap/cfg/sw_wiretap_path_translation_db.xml for editing and create the
rules for translating the file path. The rules are applied in the order they appear in the file. The first
rule is applied. If that rule matches, then the translation is complete. If the rule doesn't match, the
next rule is examined. If the network includes groups of hosts that mount their storage using the same
syntax, it may be possible to use a group or platform rule to translate the syntax for all similar hosts.
If, however, all hosts use different syntax and mount points for their storage, a host/path rule is needed
for each source and destination host.

2 Save the file. Stone and Wire do not have to be restarted to apply changes in the path translation
database. The Wiretap server periodically checks the timestamp of the file and, if there are changes, it
updates itself accordingly. To test the changes, restart Stone and Wire manually: /etc/init.d/stone+wire
restart.

Respect XML syntax when editing the path translation file, for example reserved characters.
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Creating a rule for host-to-host translation

Create a host/path rule to translate the path syntax used by the source workstation (the workstation running
the Wiretap server) to the path syntax used by the destination workstation. The syntax is:

<map src_host=”<src_host>” src_path=”<src_path>”
dst_host=”<dst_host>” dst_path=”<dst_path>”

Enter values as follows:

src_host The host name or IP address of the workstation to which a client connects. If you create a group
rule for source workstations, the value of this attribute can be the group name.

src_path The host name or IP address of the workstation to which a client connects. If you create a group
rule for source workstations, the value of this attribute can be the group name.

dst_host The host name or IP address of the client that mounts the same storage referred to by the source,
using a different syntax. If you create a group rule for destination workstations, the value of this attribute
can be the group name.

dst_path The path to the remote storage as referred to by the destination host (or hosts, when mapping a
group).

Example:

<map src_host=“flame1” src_path=“/CXFS1”
dst_host=“windows1” dst_path=“N:\”>

Create a rule for groups of hosts

Use the group rule when you have several workstations that use the same rule to convert the path syntax
of a single source or group of source workstations. This rule is effective in larger installations where numerous
workstations mount storage using identical syntax. All hosts in a group rule must mount directories using
exactly the same syntax. Group names must be unique and must not conflict with host names or platform
names. The syntax of the group rule is as follows:

<group name=”<group_name>” os=”<os_name>”>
[<host name=”<host_name>”>]
</group>

group name Identifies the name of the group. Create a group name of your choosing. Each group name
must be unique. Use the value of this attribute in a host-to-host rule to map all members of the group to
the same storage mount point.

host name Identifies the name of a host that is in the group.

os Optional. Allows all of the hosts in the group to be linked to a single OS. A platform rule can then be
used to map all the hosts in a group to the same mount point. The os attribute is restricted to the following
values: Linux, Windows NT, and MacOSX.

Once a group is defined, use the host/path rule to map all the hosts in the group to the same path by using
the group name for either the src_host or dst_host attribute value. In the following example, all hosts in
the Lustre_Windows_Stations group map the Autodesk_Stations storage path to N:\myclips, a mount point
they all share:

<map src_host=“Autodesk_Stations” src_path=“/CXFS1/myclips
dst_host=“Lustre_Windows_Stations” dst_path=“N:\myclips”>

Use a platform rule to map all the hosts in a group to the same destination path based on the operating
system they all run. In the following example, the platform rule is used to map all Windows users to N:\
when translating /usr/ from a Linux system:
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<map src_os=“Linux” src_path=“/usr/”
dst_os=“WindowsNT” dst_path=“N:\”>

Create a rule for a group of hosts on the same OS

The platform rule is similar to the group rule in that the rule is applied to all hosts running the same operating
system. All hosts running the same operating system must mount directories using exactly the same syntax.
For example, all Windows workstations must mount the NAS on the N:\ mount point to use the same path
translation rule for the NAS. Platform names must be unique and must not conflict with host names or
group names. The syntax is:

<map src_os=“<src_os>” src_path=“<src_path> ”
dst_os=“<dst_os>” dst_path=“<dst_path>”>

Each attribute must have a value. See the following table for a description of the valid values for each attribute.
The src_os and dst_os attributes are restricted to the following values: Linux, WindowsNT, and MacOSX.

src_os The operating system of the workstation to which a client connects.

src_path The path to the remote storage as referred to by all hosts using the same operating system.

dst_os The operating system of the client that mounts the same storage referred to by the source.

dst_path The path to the remote storage as referred to by the hosts running the destination operating system.

Example:

<map src_os=“Linux” src_path=“/usr/”
dst_os=“WindowsNT” dst_path=“N:\”>

Share the database among multiple Wiretap servers

If there are many Wiretap servers, path translation database must be updated on each server every time there
is a change to the network configuration. To simplify the management of the database, create a symbolic
link from the path translation file on all hosts running the Wiretap server to one machine that contains the
actual file.

Test the path translation database

The /usr/discreet/wiretap/tools/2016/wiretap_translate_path command verifies that a path requested
from the Wiretap server on the local machine can be translated into a path that can be understood by the
client machine. Enter the command for syntax.

Troubleshoot the network
Display servers on the network

Every Wiretap Server has an unique ID (uuid). List all servers on a network and their IDs with:
/usr/discreet/wiretap/tools/current/wiretap_server_dump. For example wiretap_server_dump -d

"Backburner" returns one of:
■ <host uuid>-Backburner, with <host uuid> coming from /usr/discreet/cfg/network.cfg.

■ <MAC address>-Backburner, for hosts that have no /usr/discreet/cfg/network.cfg, with <MAC address>

from backburner.xml under <ManagerMAC>.
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Test Wire with sw_framestore_dump

At least two Wire hosts must be set up to test Wire connectivity. Run
/usr/discreet/sw/tools/sw_framestore_dump to see a list of available framestores. If some hosts are not
visible, check:
■ The filesystem and networking configurations in sw_framestore_map.

■ The sw_probed.cfg port number.

■ Use sw_ping to test the connection to other Wire hosts.

■ Check that each framestore has a unique Framestore ID.

Test network with ping and sw_ping

Ping machines' hostnames that should be accessible through Wire. If it fails, try using the machine's IP
address instead of its hostname. If this is successful, verify how the machine resolves host names on the
network. You should set the order of host name resolution to first look at the local setup file, then validate
on the network. The /etc/nsswitch.conf file should include a hosts line that has the name validation
process in the following order: hosts: files nis dns.

Run /usr/discreet/sw/sw_ping -framestore <framestore_name> -r -w -size <packetsize> -loop <n>

where <host_name> is the name of the host to ping, <count> is the number of times to execute this test,
<packetsize> is the size of the read/write buffer (in bytes). Syntax help is available with sw_ping --help.
■ If an sw_ping from machine 1 to machine 2 is successful and you still cannot access the remote framestore

through your Creative Finishing application, check that the remote system has exported its directories
so that the local system has read/write access.

■ If an sw_ping from machine 1 to machine 2 is unsuccessful, validate the sw_framestore_map file on both
machines and check that sw_probed and sw_serverd are running on both machines.

Verify the local host has write permissions to the remote host

Try to access the clip library directory of the remote host: cd /hosts/<remote_machine>/usr/discreet/clip.
If error messages appear:
■ Check to see that the required network daemons are on. If you have access to /hosts/<remote_machine

>/usr/discreet/clip, check you have root privileges to read and write to this directory: touch
/hosts/<remote_machine>/usr/discreet/clip/deleteme.

■ Verify permissions in /etc/exports on the server machine. Read and write permission must be given to
the hosts. The appropriate line should look similar to the following: /usr/discreet/clip
*(rw,sync,no_root_squash)

Check NFS and automounting daemons are running

Run: chkconfig --list | grep nfs and then chkconfig --list | grep amd.

If NFS or AMD is off on any of those run levels, run: chkconfig nfs on and chkconfig amd on then restart
your network: /etc/init.d/network restart. You might also consider rebooting your workstation.

Check network interfaces

Run ifconfig. If your network interface is up and running, an UP appears similar to: UP BROADCAST RUNNING

MULTICASTMTU:1500Metric:1. Otherwise check the connections on your network card. A green light appears
when there is a good connection between your network card and its destination. If you must reconnect
cables on Linux, you must restart the network interface with ifconfig <interface_name> up
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View InfiniBand statistics

View InfiniBand information for a workstation

The InfiniBand driver installed on your workstation provides two commands that output statistics and
information about InfiniBand ports. In a terminal, as root:

cat /proc/iba/ <driver_id> /1/port <x> /stats
cat /proc/iba/ <driver_id>/1/port <x> / info

where <x> is the port number on the device, and <driver_id> is the HCA driver ID for your device, for
example: mt25218. A report appears in the terminal for each command. To find out the HCA (Host Channel
Adapter) driver ID, type ls /proc/iba/ | grep mt. The driver number, beginning with mt, is returned.

Generate InfiniBand log files

As root, in a terminal, run /sbin/iba_capture <path and name of output gzip file>. A GZIP file is
generated that includes a number of log files from your system. The help for this command incorrectly
indicates that the output is a TAR file, when it is in fact a GZIP file.

View port statistics for a Mellanox IS5030 switch

The Mellanox IS5030 switch is the recommended switch model for QDR InfiniBand networks. The nominal
speed for QDR connections is 10 Gbps.

In a browser on the same subnet as the InfiniBand switch, enter the IP address of the InfiniBand switch
(default 10.10.10.252). In the login page enter the credentials (default admin / admin). Click Ports and in
the Ports page click a port to view information. If you have ports with DDR connections that appear to be
running at SDR speed (2.5 Gbps instead of 5 Gbps), unplug the cable and then plug it back in. The connection
should run at normal DDR speed afterwards. This issue occurs because of a bug in the switch firmware.

View port statistics for an InfiniCon InfinIO 9024 switch

The InfinIO 9024 InfiniBand switch is the recommended switch model for DDR InfiniBand networks. The
nominal speed for DDR InfiniBand connections is 5 Gbps.

In a browser go to the IP address of the InfiniBand switch, usually 10.10.10.252. In the main page of the
Device Manager click Port Stats to view the status of each port on the switch.
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Linux maintenance

Each standard filesystem comes with its own set of tools to measure performance. XFS includes the xfs_db command line
tool for troubleshooting various aspects of the filesystem, including fragmentation.

Control fragmentation

Filesystem fragmentation is directly related to the amount of mixing and interleaving of blocks of data of different sizes,
and is aggravated by multiple I/O clients concurrently writing data to the partition. Although some standard filesystems
(such as XFS) feature advanced space allocation techniques, which make them more resistant to fragmentation, this
problem still occurs as the filesystem's free space decreases and frequent file deletion, creation, and resizing operations
take place.
■ Avoid storing mixed resolution projects on a standard filesystem partition. Workflows where many different media

formats are used simultaneously tend to become fragmented more rapidly than if a single resolution media format is
used consistently.

■ Separate media and metadata partitions. The worst contributors to fragmentation on a media storage device are the
files used to store metadata. These include clip libraries, setup files, and databases. It is recommended to keep all
metadata on a separate partition. Audio data can be kept on the same partition as the frames. This has no significant
impact on performance or filesystem fragmentation.

■ Use the filesystem's defragmentation tools. Defragmentation tools are often unable to realign files based on their
locality of reference. It is advisable to reinitialise a partition periodically, by archiving projects, formatting the partition,
and restoring the archives.

Limit concurrent usage

A filesystem performs best when only one process is accessing it. In some workflows this is not always possible, which
leads to a temporary decrease in performance. Furthermore, mixing read and write operations can have a detrimental
effect on throughput.

Unlike direct attached storage (DAS), a Storage Area Network (SAN) is typically designed to handle concurrent usage and
will perform better under such situations.

Autodesk strongly advises against allowing any third-party application to access the storage at the same time as Creative
Finishing applications. The I/O operations from such applications may drastically decrease the bandwidth available to
Creative Finishing application and also contribute to filesystem fragmentation.

Monitor partition fill rate

As each disk in a storage array gets filled near capacity, once a certain threshold is reached, its overall read and write
performance decreases.

Free up space on an array by archiving and deleting projects. Or reinitialise the partition, only restoring required projects.
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For an XFS filesystem on direct-attached storage, keep the partition fill rate below 90% for best performance. The Stone
and Wire database may experience corruption if there is too little available space on the disk where clip metadata is stored.

Use multi-threaded direct input output

Most filesystems perform best when the I/O is parallelised across multiple threads/processes and sent asynchronously.
This allows the device to buffer I/O operations and reorganize requests for optimal performance.

Some applications perform better than others on the same storage device, based on how they perform their I/O. Applications
that use single-threaded buffered I/O can be slow.

Creative Finishing applications use multi-threaded asynchronous direct I/O when capturing, playing back, and performing
other I/O intensive operations.

Ensure any third-party application used in conjunction with a Creative Finishing application or to handle media files uses
direct I/O. This prevents needless CPU-intensive in-memory data copying, thus maintaining optimum storage performance
and freeing resources for the Creative Finishing application.

Troubleshoot missing frames

If some library or desktop clips reference missing frames on a remote volume, or that no longer exist, the following error
message is displayed when the application starts:
■ In the terminal: WARNING: <nnnn> <volume_type> frames are missing on this volume; see the application

installation guide for corrective measures.

■ In the application start-up screen: VOLUMEMGT: WARNING: Some frames not found;see the application installation

guide for corrective measures. By default, the message only appears in the terminal. To have it appear also in the
start-up screen, open the ~/.cshrc file in a text editor and add the following on a new line: setenv DL_IC_NOTIFY_MISSING
1 . Then, log out of the KDE desktop and log back in.

To identify the type of issue, in terminal run: vic -v <volume_name> -s remote -s lost. For clips with frames listed as
missing, contact support.

To recover remote frame:

1 Archive all clip libraries that are reported as containing remote frames. In the previous example, the fourth library
(from_caplan) contains remote frames.

2 Rename the archived libraries, such as by adding the remote suffix to the library name.

3 Restore the clip libraries from the archive. All the frames referenced by the clips should now be stored locally.

4 Delete the original libraries.
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